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SAMUEL J. LOCKLEAR, III
Admiral, USN
Commander, U.S. Paci�c Command

Dear Readers,

Greetings and 
welcome to the latest 
edition of Asia Paci�c 
Defense FORUM. 

I am particularly excited about 
this issue because it offers well-
deserved recognition to our treaty 
allies and partners and the critical 
roles they play in improving 
regional security. 

The United States is indeed fortunate in the robust regional relationships 
it enjoys. Five of America’s seven treaty allies call the Asia Paci�c home, and 
a majority of the area’s other 31 nations are willing and capable partners in 
advancing shared interests. These interests include maintaining stability, 
fostering economic growth and reducing the risk posed by transnational 
threats, such as pandemics, natural disasters and piracy.

Nations that work together in responding to common challenges, 
such as transnational threats, develop military and security partnerships 
that yield numerous advantages. Among them are an improved quality of 
cooperation and an enhanced understanding of security issues. These gains 
are realized through the growth of mutually bene�cial relationships and 
the ensuing dialogue the relationships spark. Leaders are thus empowered 
to make informed decisions and better integrate their national and 
regional interests. This alignment of interests creates ef�ciencies and more 
effectively equips countries to address complex security threats requiring a 
whole-of-society approach.

Asia-Paci�c nations can continue building capacity to address security 
challenges by cultivating multilateral, military-to-military relationships 
and by leveraging other nations’ strengths. Healthy relationships provide a 
mechanism to generate discussion that can avert con�ict, mitigate crisis and 
facilitate more timely responses during emergencies. The effective discourse 
occurring in regional forums is beginning to resonate. Now is the time to 
follow words with action.

Whether through words or deeds, the U.S. will maintain an enduring 
presence with both long-standing and emerging partners as well as faithful 
allies in the Asia Paci�c. We remain committed to its enduring security.

Our continuing goal is to keep FORUM current and interesting, and we 
welcome comments for improvements. Please contact us at contact-apdf@
apdforum.com with your thoughts.

Warm regards,
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T
he Tokyo Sky Tree opened 
to the public in May 
2012 as a symbol of the 
nation’s resiliency. The 
world’s second-highest 

building, whose opening was delayed 
after the March 2011 monster quake and 
tsunami, is designed to survive the strong 
earthquakes that regularly shake Japan, 
according to its operator.

“The Tokyo Sky Tree was constructed 
with state-of-the-art Japanese technology. 
It will not fall,” said Yoshihito Imamura, 
deputy manager of Tokyo Sky Tree Town.

The 634-meter tower, topped by 
a communications mast, boasts two 
observation decks at 350 meters and 
450 meters above ground, a restaurant, 
two cafes and a vertigo-inducing glass 
�oor that allows visitors to look straight 
down. It is the world’s second-tallest, 
man-made structure, beaten only by the 
828-meter Burj Khalifa in Dubai, United 
Arab Emigrates.

“When an earthquake hits, the 
central concrete pillar and the outer 
structure of steel pipes sway in opposite 
directions because of the difference 
in weights,” said spokesman Sho 
Toyoshima. “That means they can offset 
up to 50 percent of the energy that will 
hit the tower.”

This year, the University of Tokyo’s 
Earthquake Research Institute said the 
city, built at the intersection of four 
tectonic plates, has a 50 percent chance 
of suffering a major quake — anything 
above a magnitude 7.0 — in the next 
four years.  Agence France-Presse

TOKYO 
SKY TREE IS

QUAKE-
SAFE
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Thai security forces killed �ve suspected 
insurgents, including a wanted leader, during 
a 15-minute shoot-out in a village in the 
Muslim-majority deep south in April 2012, the 
Army said.

About 40 Soldiers, paramilitary rangers and 
police sealed off the village in Yala province 
in April 2012 after a tip-off that more than a 
dozen suspected militants were hiding there.

After an exchange of gun�re, the bodies 
of �ve men were found, including Sakueri 
Japakiya, 38, believed to be a senior 
member of the Runda Kumpulan Kecil (RKK) 
insurgency group, the military said.

“He was an RKK leader with seven 
outstanding arrest warrants. ... His team 
specialized in ambushes,” Army spokesman 
Col. Pramote Promin said.

Army Chief Gen. Prayut Chan-O-Cha said 
in April 2012 that the country was �ghting 
against more than 3,000 Muslim extremists 
waging a shadowy insurgency that has 
claimed thousands of lives since the violence 
�ared in 2004. A series of bomb blasts in two 
southern cities at the end of March killed 15 
people and wounded hundreds of Buddhists 
and Muslims alike in the deadliest attacks in 
the region in recent years.  Agence France-Presse

Thai Soldiers are keeping the pressure on insurgents. 
Soldiers and bomb squad members inspect the 
site of a failed bomb attack on January 1, 2011, in 
Narathiwat, which police blamed on separatists.

Two Russians who swallowed hashish capsules face the death 
penalty after being arrested for suspected drug smuggling on 
the Indonesian resort island of Bali, an of�cial said.

Yoga teacher Alexander Simonov, 30, and art designer 
Sergei Chernykh, 43, were arrested in April 2012 after 
arriving on a Malaysia Airlines 
�ight from Kuala Lumpur.

“We were suspicious because 
their stomachs were hard. We then 
detected hashish capsules in their 
stomachs after an X-ray scan,”  
said head of customs at Ngurah 
Rai airport, Made Wijaya.

He added that the two “do not 
know each other” and are believed 
together to have consumed 
capsules holding more than 1,600 
grams of hashish, which had a 
total street value of 966 million 
rupiah (U.S. $105,300) in India. 
Both face the death penalty if 
convicted.  Agence France-Presse
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Indian legislators in April 2012 asked 
neighboring Sri Lanka to demilitarize 
former war zones and share political 
power with minority Tamils to ensure 
lasting peace.

Indian national opposition leader 
Sushma Swaraj, leading a 12-member, 
multiparty delegation, said they urged 
President Mahinda Rajapaksa to deliver 
on promises to devolve “meaningful 
power” to the island’s ethnic Tamil 
minority. Swaraj’s delegation included 
lawmakers from India’s southern state of 
Tamil Nadu, whose 60 million population 
share close cultural and religious links 
with Sri Lanka’s Tamils.

Swaraj said Sri Lanka should 
implement the recommendations from its 
own Lessons Learnt and Reconciliation 

Commission (LLRC), which Rajapaksa 
set up to de�ect international calls for an 
independent war probe.

In March 2012, India voted for a 
resolution at the U.N. Human Rights 
Council calling for a war crimes probe 
in Sri Lanka, where international rights 
groups say up to 40,000 civilians perished 
during 2009’s military action.

Swaraj defended India’s action, saying 
the motion had only urged Sri Lanka to 
implement the recommendations of its 
own LLRC war probe. “While there has 
been substantial progress in the area of 
rehabilitation and reconstruction, a lot 
remains to be done,” Swaraj said, adding 
she personally saw 6,000 civilians still 
languishing in a refugee camp in the 
island’s north.  Agence France-Presse

Indian opposition leader Sushma 
Swaraj, front, and Sri Lankan Economic 
Development Minister Basil Rajapaksa 
visit a hospital in Mullaittivu.

Thirty-one live turtles, including some rare species that 
were smuggled to Hong Kong, were �own back to the 
Philippines in April 2012, but �ve others did not live to 
make the trip, an of�cial said.

Three environment department workers arrived at 
Manila’s airport carrying the turtles in a wooden crate 
more than two months after they were recovered from a 
Chinese smuggler in February 2012, said Theresa Lim, 
director of the government wildlife bureau.

“The turtles are �ne, active. Unfortunately, two of 

the pond turtles and three Asian box turtles died in 
Hong Kong due to stress,” Lim said. The turtles, many 
slightly larger than the size of a matchbox, were cradled 
in pink foam-like material soaked in water in individual 
compartments inside the crate.

The animals, which include the critically endangered 
Siebenrockiella leytensis pond turtle and the vulnerable 
Cuora amboinensis box turtle, will be taken to the 
western island of Palawan, Lim said.  
Agence France-Presse
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M A L A Y S I A  H A S  F O I L E D  S E V E R A L  P L O T S  O N  M A J O R  T A R G E T S

STORY AND PHOTOS BY AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Malaysian authorities have prevented more than a dozen 
terrorist attacks on landmarks, including the iconic Petronas 
Twin Towers, since 1999, according to a Malaysian minister. 

Mohamed Nazri Abdul Aziz, minister in charge of legal affairs, told the 
New Straits Times newspaper in April 2012 that regional out�t Jemaah 
Islamiyah (JI) had targeted Kuala Lumpur International Airport, police 
headquarters and fast-food outlets. Authorities, however, stopped the 
would-be terrorists in these cases.

Moreover, in 2000, authorities learned of a 
plan by militant group Kumpulan Militan Malaysia 
to attack a U.S. warship docked at a Malaysian 
port, which authorities also thwarted, Nazri told 
Parliament in late April 2012.

Nazri addressed Parliament as it passed a 
new security law on April 17, 2012, to replace 
the controversial Internal Security Act (ISA), which 
allowed inde�nite detention without trial.

JI, which draws inspiration from al-Qaida, has 
carried out dozens of bombings in Indonesia in the 
past decade, including the 2002 attacks in Bali that 
left more than 200 (mostly foreign tourists) dead.

Nazri said that in 2008, two JI members 
from Indonesia who entered Malaysia with
fake passports targeted the shopping center 
underneath the Twin Towers, but authorities 
arrested and deported the suspects, who were 
later jailed in Indonesia.

“The militant group had done surveillance on 
their targets, but the authorities managed to stop 
such attacks from taking place following arrests 
made under the Internal Security Act,” Nazri told the 
New Strait Times.

Parliament’s lower house passed the Security Offences (Special 
Measures) Act to replace the colonial-era ISA, which has been slammed 
by rights group who say the government has used it as a tool against 
political opponents. The new act stipulates that suspects must be 
released or brought to court after 28 days in custody and that people 
cannot be detained for their political beliefs.

Prime Minister Najib Razak, who is expected to call national elections 
soon, has launched a slew of reforms aimed at easing restrictions on 
civil liberties, including media freedom and the right to assemble. Critics 
have dismissed the moves as ploys to garner support from voters, who 
abandoned the ruling coalition in unprecedented numbers at the last 
polls in 2008. The elections will be the ultimate arbiter of such disputes.

Left: Since 1999, 
Malaysian authorities 
have prevented 
terrorist attacks on 
more than a dozen 
targets, including 
the iconic Petronas 
Twin Towers in Kuala 
Lumpur, according to 
an official.

Above: Mohamed 
Nazri Abdul Aziz, 
Malaysia’s minister in 
charge of legal affairs
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ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN NATIONS MEMBER STATES RAMP UP A UNITED 
FRONT TO RESOLVE TERRITORIAL DISPUTES IN THE SOUTH CHINA SEA
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A
lthough predominantly known as the 
South China Sea, the body of water is 
called the East Sea by the Vietnamese. 
The Philippines began calling it the 
West Philippine Sea in June 2011. 

There’s even an online petition to rename it the 
“Southeast Asia Sea.”

“The freedom of navigation on the sea is not 
restricted to a speci�c country and is a common 
heritage of mankind,” according to the petition’s 
website. “It has actually been used by the 
international community for centuries as the second 
most important water channel in the world, and 
therefore must be considered a common ground.”

Regardless of its aliases, this constant remains 
true: The South China Sea is a critical maritime 
bridge vital to the economies of Northeast, 
Southeast and South Asia. In fact, it functions as the 
throat of the Western Paci�c and Indian Oceans, 
connecting economies where global sea routes 
merge and account for U.S. $1.2 trillion in trade 
annually, according to “Cooperation from Strength: 
the United States, China and the South China Sea,” 
a report released by the Center for a New American 
Security in January 2012. 

“It is the demographic hub of the 21st-century 
global economy, where 1.5 billion Chinese, nearly 
600 million Southeast Asians and 1.3 billion 
inhabitants of the Indian subcontinent move vital 
resources and exchange goods across the region and 
around the globe,” the report said.

Perhaps then it’s no surprise that more than a 
half-dozen countries continue to dispute territorial 
claims over this cow-tongue-shaped seabed with 
perhaps 28 billion barrels of oil resources. 

SLOW PROGRESS
While tensions rise and subside as quickly as 
the tide, a new push for peaceful resolutions has 

emerged. The Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) strives to solidify a new code of 
conduct for parties in the South China Sea before 
beginning any negotiations with China, which 
claims the entire sea for itself. (China’s claims 
extend into what the U.N. Convention on the Law 
of the Seas recognizes as the exclusive economic 
zone of other claimants, which runs 200 miles from 
a country’s shoreline.)

“We, meaning the ASEAN member states, 
should have the �rst crack at it [a code of conduct],” 
Ambassador Wilfrido Villacorta, the Phillipines’ 
permanent representative to ASEAN, told the 
Philippine Daily Inquirer newspaper in April 2012. 
“China should hear us out �rst.” Besides the 
Philippines, other ASEAN member nations with 
disputed claims include Brunei, Malaysia and 
Vietnam. The Philippines stakes the second-largest 
claim in the South China Sea. 

China has historically rejected any attempts to 
resolve claims with ASEAN members collectively, 
preferring instead to engage in bilateral talks. A 
Chinese government spokesman recently af�rmed 
that position.

In 2002, a Declaration on the Conduct of Parties 
in the South China Sea (DOC) was formed to 
regulate how countries should behave pending any 
settlement over territorial claims, while avoiding 
physical con�ict.

“Ten years ago, China and ASEAN countries 
signed the DOC aimed at upholding peace and 
stability of the South China Sea. This declaration 
is not designed to settle disputes of territorial 
sovereignty and maritime rights and interests 
on South China Sea,” Hong Lei, China’s foreign 
ministry spokesman, was quoted saying in April 
2012 by the Times of India newspaper. “ASEAN 
has reiterated many times that as a regional 
organization, it does not hold a position on 

IT MAY BE THE MOST TALKED ABOUT 
WATERWAY WITH AN IDENTITY CRISIS
IN THE ASIA PACIFIC. 



“NOBODY CAN OWN A
PARTICULAR SEA.”

— Indian Foreign Minister SM Krishna

REUTERS

1.

2.
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the dispute and it should be 
peacefully resolved through 
discussions between claimant 
countries.” 

A decade later, China’s claims 
still dominate, and little has 
been resolved.

Responding to growing 
discussions about requests for 
China to change its bilateral 
stance, an editorial in the 
Chinese newspaper the Global 
Times warned that bombarding 
China about the South China 
Sea or other controversial issues 
“may have [an] international 
backlash,” according to an April 
2012 BBC news report.

“The troubles China faces 
today are caused by its rise,”
the editorial said, according 
to the BBC. “China must be 
con�dent and keep calm. These 
disturbances are a re�ection of 
the anxiety of other countries 
and should be handled quietly.”

Countries with a peripheral 
stake in the outcome of South 
China Sea disputes have done 
anything but remain quiet. 
Early in 2012, India shared 
its concerns with ASEAN on 
keeping South China Sea trade 
routes open. 

“Nobody can own a 
particular sea,” Indian Foreign 
Minister SM Krishna said in 
a February 2012 article in The 
Malaysian Reserve. “There are 
international conventions. 
They demarcate certain 
maritime boundaries. Beyond 
that, international conventions 
come into operation,” he said, 
responding to a question about 
the overlapping claims on the 
Spratly Islands.

Although most resolution 
talks seem to end in a stalemate, 
there has been some progress 
throughout the years, noted 
Hajim Djalal, an international
expert on the law of the sea 
and director of the Center 
for Southeast Asia Studies 
in Indonesia. “With regard 

Philippine, Chinese corporations 
discuss South China Sea

GAS PROJECT
REUTERS

T
he Philippines’ Philex Petroleum Corp. 
discussed a possible partnership with Chinese 
offshore oil producer China National Offshore 
Oil Corp. (CNOOC) in May 2012 to develop a 

natural gas prospect in the disputed South China Sea. 
The deal may help ease tension between the two sides.

China meanwhile warned the Philippines that 
confrontation over an island in the South China Sea 
could worsen, and Beijing has made “every preparation” 
to counter what it called potential expansion of the 
conflict by Manila.

Philex would need a major foreign partner to 
develop its Sampaguita project, or “service contract 
72,” estimated to cost billions of U.S. dollars, Chairman 
Manuel Pangilinan told reporters. “I received an official 
invitation from CNOOC. I was in Beijing, and we 
discussed SC 72,” he said, referring to the exploration 
permit issued by the Philippines’ Department of Energy 
covering the Sampaguita gas discovery in the Reed 
Bank in the disputed waters.

“Whether it’s the Chinese that we will eventually 
partner with or the non-Chinese, I think it is necessary 
for us to partner with an international oil major [with] the 
expertise and the money,” he said. “[Sampaguita] will 
take six to 10 years to develop, that’s why it’s important 
for us to start now.”

It was in the Reed Bank where Chinese Navy 
vessels tried to ram one of the survey ships of Forum 
Energy, a unit of Philex, almost halting its research work 
in 2011.

Pangilinan declined to give more details on the 
talks with CNOOC, saying he was not at liberty to 
do so. “Any discussions with them at this stage [are] 
privileged,” he said, adding the Philippine government 
was aware of the talks.

A partnership between Philex and CNOOC on 
the Sampaguita project, which is estimated in a 2006 
study to hold up to 566 billion cubic meters of natural 
gas or more than five times initial estimates, may help 
defuse tension.

1. Security personnel 
work next to a ship 
docked at a container 
area at the Yangshan 
Deep Water Port, south 
of Shanghai, in June 
2011. China claims 
nearly all of the South 
China Sea — a vital 
shipping hub for the 
Asia Pacific — as its 
own and insists on 
resolving disputed 
claims bilaterally.

2. BRP Gregorio del 
Pilar, a Philippine Navy 
ship, docks at the naval 
headquarters in Manila 
in December 2011. The 
U.S. Coast Guard cutter 
was sent to check on 
Chinese fishing boats 
after a Philippines Navy 
surveillance plane 
spotted the Chinese 
fleet harvesting live 
coral and endangered 
species in April 2012 
at Scarborough Reef. 
The South China Sea is 
home to many fragile 
ecosystems which are 
being destoryed by 
unregulated fishing.
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A deep-water drilling 
rig sits offshore at 
a Shanghai shipyard 
in May 2011.
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Taiwan legislator Lin Yu-
fang, center, and two other 
legislators display the flag of 
Taiwan in front of a monument 
erected on Taiping, the largest 
of the Spratly Islands in the 
South China Sea, in April 
2012. Lin said the rare trip to 
the fortified island was aimed 
to reiterate Taiwan’s territorial 
claims to the Spratlys, also 
claimed by Brunei, China, 
Malaysia, the Philippines and 
Vietnam.
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to the promotion of cooperation, for instance, it has 
been agreed to work out a number of cooperative 
engagement[s] and some of them had been implemented, 
such as the bio-diversity expedition, and some of them 
are being implemented, such as the monitoring of sea 
level rise, and the environmental monitoring,” Djalal 
wrote in a November 2011 paper titled “The South 
China Sea: Cooperation for Regional Security and 
Development.” In addition, “the joint training programs 
by China and Chinese Taipei for [the] South East Asian 
Network of Education and Training (SEANET) are also 
being jointly implemented by Chinese Taipei and by 
China at the cost of each one of them, and participated 
[in] by all South China Sea participants.”

Djalal also points out that China and Vietnam came 
to an agreement on the maritime demarcation in the 
Gulf of Tonkin (also known as the Gulf of Beibu) and 
certain �sheries in the area. Furthermore, he said, 
Vietnam and Indonesia agreed on the delineation 
of their respective continental shelf in the southern 
part of the South China Sea. Yet another example of 
cooperation between claimants in the dispute is a recent 
soccer match between the Philippines and Vietnam 

on a disputed island as part of an effort to facilitate 
con�dence building.

PEACE AT ALL COSTS
Some scholars say the overarching need to maintain a 
stable economy could spur even more resolutions — or 
at the very least, prevent hostile developments in the 
South China Sea.  

“Ultimately, regional powers have a shared interest 
in maintaining open sea lanes given the strategic 
importance of major waterways as transit points for 
growing trade and resource imports and the need for 
a coordinated approach by littoral and extra-regional 
navies in combating the scourge of non-traditional 
security threats, including maritime piracy, terrorism 
and arms, narcotics and people traf�cking,” Chietigj 
Bajpaee, an associate fellow at the Vivekananda 
International Foundation, a public policy think tank 
based in New Delhi, wrote for the Asia Times Online 
in February 2012. “Sustainable cooperation in the 
maritime domain will require con�dence-building that 
transcends the maritime domain and addresses the root 
causes behind mutual mistrust.”  o
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ANALL-
HANDS
APPROACH

PREVENTING PANDEMICS 
TAKES A COORDINATED 

EFFORT FROM ALL 
SECTORS OF SOCIETY

T
he 23-year-old man 
from Indonesia’s 
Jakarta province was 
just trying to nurse 
a sick pigeon back 
to health, but he 
ended up sharing 
the bird’s fate. The 
man, who had been 

raising pigeons, began experiencing the 
symptoms of avian in�uenza — cough, 
fever, sore throat, muscle aches — on 
December 31, 2011. Six days after his 
symptoms surfaced, he was admitted 
to a hospital, where he died a couple 
of days later on January 7, 2012. That 
same day, a health surveillance team 
discovered his 5-year-old sister had the 
same symptoms. By January 16, the little 
girl had died, too. 
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Indonesian university students check chickens 
for the H5N1 virus at a farm in Bali, Indonesia. 
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DISEASE AS A WEAPON
The idea that a terrorist organization could spread a deadly disease has 

plagued biosecurity experts for some time, but that possibility seemed 

more real in December 2011 when scientists announced they had mutated 

the deadly H5N1 strain of avian �u to spread easily among humans. The 

researchers said their mutation, which could eventually occur naturally, 

would help in the development of vaccines. However, some biosecurity 

experts worried that making the research public could put a weapon in the 

hands of terrorists. In the end, the journal Nature published the �ndings 

of researcher Yoshihiro Kawaoka, saying that although such biosecurity 

concerns should be weighed, “not publishing this information would slow, 

or even block, the development of a vaccine against a virus that still has 

the potential to mutate naturally to a pandemic form, which could cause 

huge numbers of fatalities worldwide,” Agence France-Presse reported.

A month later, the World Health Organization 
reported that a 19-year-old woman from the Banten 
province and a 12-year-old boy from Bali had also died 
from avian �u. By mid-March, two more people had 
succumbed to the deadly H5N1 virus, which can spread 
from sick birds to humans but has not yet developed the 
ability to jump from person to person.

As reports of deaths trickled in for 2012, researchers 
warned that trickle would turn to a �ood if the virus 
mutated into one that could easily make that jump. Such 
warnings invoke reminders of the in�uenza pandemic 
in the early 1900s that left more than 40 million people 
dead, experts say. That threat has caught the attention of 
nations throughout the Asia Paci�c, where many people 
share living quarters with chickens, ducks, pigeons and 
other birds that could be contaminated. Increasingly, 
the region has been focusing on pandemic preparation 
and a coordinated response.

“A pandemic’s disastrous nature lies in its ability to 
cause massive morbidity, disability and loss of human 
lives that could lead to severe social and economic 
disruptions due to discontinuity of essential services, 
operations and businesses,” Surin Pitsuwan, secretary-
general of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN), said at a pandemic preparedness exercise in 
Cambodia in August 2010. “The readiness of countries 
and the entire region to manage a highly disruptive 
pandemic is of prime regional and global concern.”

With the potential of a major pandemic to touch 
every sector of society, ASEAN and other international 
groups have promoted a whole-of-society approach 
to preparedness. Complex scenarios and preparedness 
exercises illustrate the need for across-the-board 
cooperation among all players, including government 
agencies, militaries, health professionals, the private 
sector, aid groups and even individuals. The following 
provides an overview of the major players in pandemic 
preparedness and their roles in working together to 
keep populations safe.  

Individuals: Everyday citizens are the �rst line of 
defense against a pandemic. Farmers may notice an 
unusual die-off of livestock, or parents may identify 
symptoms in their children. Individuals who notice a 
disease outbreak — whether in humans or in animals — 
must be encouraged to report it to authorities, experts 
say, but that can be complicated. For farmers, the 
potential kill-off of valuable livestock can be a deterrent 
to reporting outbreaks. Therefore, compensation plans 
may help, experts say. 

Ipih Ruyani, a Jakarta of�cial in charge of 
monitoring poultry for sickness, said some individuals 
just don’t understand the risk. “Their typical argument 
is: We have been living with live poultry for years. If 
there were bird �u, we would have caught it a long time 
ago,” she told the Straits Times Indonesia newspaper after 
the deaths in January 2012.
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Education campaigns help inform populations of the 
severity of the threat, and experts say of�cials should work 
in concert to promote actions that families can take to 
protect themselves from illness. “Families and individuals 
can help reduce the spread of pandemic in�uenza through 
adoption of measures, such as covering coughs and 
sneezes, hand washing, and the voluntary isolation of 
persons with respiratory illness,” according to the World 
Health Organization.

Community aid groups: A major player in educating 
the population, aid organizations usually have pre-
established connections within communities and can use 
these connections to monitor disease occurrences and 
identify outbreaks early. Community aid groups should 
be enlisted to work with governments, militaries and the 
health sector to gather information, craft messages that 
will resonate with the population and ensure those who 
need help receive it, experts say.  

Health care providers: Best practices for treating 
people and preventing the spread of disease come 
from professionals in the health care sector. These 
professionals must work with patients, families, aid groups 
and government agencies to track cases and ensure 
proper safety measures are communicated. Health care 
providers have to be prepared for an in�ux of patients 

during a pandemic scare, on top of their regular workload 
of providing essential health services, experts warn. 
In addition to administering vaccines and medicines, 
health care providers should offer information on home 
quarantines and other treatment options, according to the 
Australian Department of Health and Aging.

Private sector: As health care workers and community 
groups do their parts to keep the population safe, 
businesses have their own role to play. “If society is 
to continue its normal functioning, essential services 
such as water supply and sanitation, electricity, fuel, 
telecommunications, banking, food supply and health care 
will need to continue to operate,” the Australian health 
department warns in its pandemic preparedness guide. 
Therefore, businesses need to devise continuity plans to 
deal with worker shortages and a possible disruption in 
supplies, experts warn. 

Militaries: During national disasters, militaries 
are often called upon for humanitarian assistance and 
response efforts. Pandemics are no different. “The 
military’s crisis management capacities, ability to deal with 
varied tasks in sub-optimal settings, logistic resources, 
widespread presence in the country, and the ability to 
mobilize people during risky situations are important 
attributes during a pandemic,” according to the 2011 

A boy carries chickens through a village in Bali, Indonesia. People who live in close quarters with 
their birds are at risk of catching avian influenza if proper precautions aren’t taken, officials warn.
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BEYOND INFLUENZA: 
THE MISSION OF NAMRU-2
“Pandemics are a high impact but low probability event, occurring 
in severe forms at irregular intervals a few times each century. 
Although we cannot afford to ignore this risk that could potentially 
put billions of people at risk, we must not forget the millions of lives 
that are threatened each day from more prevalent infectious diseases, 
such as malaria, tuberculosis and the on-going AIDS pandemic.” 

— International Medical Corps

A
lthough avian in�uenza, swine �u and severe acute respiratory syndrome 
have grabbed the major headlines during the past decade, many more 
prevalent health threats plague the Asia-Paci�c region every day. Malaria, 
respiratory infections, gastrointestinal diseases and illnesses marked by fever 

pose a substantial risk to billions of people, experts warn, and collaborative efforts are 
key to combating these common threats.

Through the Naval Medical Research Unit-2 (NAMRU-2), the United States partners 
with nations in the Asia Paci�c to identify, track and prevent the spread of infectious 
diseases. Based in Honolulu, Hawaii, the unit maintains �eld lab partnerships in 
Singapore and Phnom Penh, Cambodia, and also collaborates on projects in Laos, 
Thailand, the Philippines and Vietnam.  

NAMRU-2 brings together military personnel, government of�cials, scientists, 
academics and civilians to develop disease surveillance methods, facilitate research, 
set up early warning systems and improve response capabilities, Lt. Dustin Harrison 
explained to FORUM. For example, in Cambodia, NAMRU-2 has partnered with the 
National Malaria Center and the Institute Pasteur Cambodia to study a community 
where malaria has become resistant to current treatments. In Singapore, the unit has 
worked with the Singapore Armed Forces, Singapore’s National Environment Agency 
and two universities to evaluate large-scale mosquito trapping efforts at military sites. 

These types of cooperative 
efforts improve the region’s 
overall defense against 
diseases. “Collaborations 
and partnerships 
with governmental, 
nongovernmental, academic, 
and foreign and U.S. agencies 
are absolutely essential 
to NAMRU-2’s mission of 
conducting quality scienti�c 
research on disease threats 
of military and public health 
importance,” said Capt. Gail 
Hathaway, former commanding 
of�cer of NAMRU-2.

Malaysian Health Minister Liow 
Tiong Lai, right, helps a taxi 
driver put on a mask to protect 
against swine flu during an 
outbreak in September 2009. 
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book Beyond Pandemics: A Whole-of-Society Approach to 
Disaster Preparedness. In addition, if public panic over 
a pandemic escalates, militaries may need to handle 
unrest, border problems and possible refugee situations, 
the authors note.

Governments: As with any disaster preparedness 
or response initiatives, the national government is 
expected to be the leader, facilitating cooperation among 
the various players and ensuring important messages 
are communicated to the public and the international 
community. The government should identify which 
agency will take the lead in a pandemic crisis and ensure 
critical service providers are prepared, experts say. 

Many governments in the Asia Paci�c have made 
strides toward this. For example, “in Malaysia, efforts 
are aligned under national security structures, but 
are primarily health-led,” according to the authors of 
Beyond Pandemics. “In the Philippines, a national disaster 
coordinating council falls within the auspices of the 
Of�ce for Civil Defense. In Thailand, the Ministry of 
the Interior has assumed responsibility. In Indonesia, 
the Coordinating Ministry for People’s Welfare has 
taken the lead role. In Cambodia, efforts are led by the 
prime minister, through a national disaster committee. In 

Vietnam, the prime minister assumed a very prominent 
role, galvanizing efforts around economic and livestock 
losses, as well as public health implications.” 

International community: “Infectious diseases 
do not respect national borders,” the Asia-Europe 
Foundation notes on its website. “Therefore, countries 
and regions [must] take more serious efforts to 
collaborate and coordinate with each other, tackling 
threats of future infectious diseases.” 

Regular exercises and simulations put the 
international community in a better position to respond 
to a pandemic threat, experts say. In the Asia-Paci�c 
region, ASEAN has been proactive in facilitating 
regional cooperation by organizing exercises that 
involve multiple nations and many sectors of society. 
These efforts have been critical “to promote a common 
understanding of existing regional preparedness and 
response plans and mechanisms, to con�rm essential 
services and elements that in�uence the preparedness 
and continuity of operations by government and 
civil society at the national and regional level, and to 
identify gaps in coordination and cooperation among 
ASEAN members, the U.N., and other key international 
agencies,” the authors of Beyond Pandemics reported.  o

Members of the Indonesian Red Cross hold a rally to promote understanding of how to prevent swine flu 
and avian influenza. Educating the population is critical to preventing the spread of disease, experts say.
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CALMING
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SEA MARAUDERS
IN THE MALACCA STRAITCALMING

A Singapore Police 
Coast Guard vessel 
patrols shipping lanes.
REUTERS

JIRI  KOMINEK
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P
iracy has plagued the Asia-Paci�c 
region for centuries if not millennia. 
As long as humans have sailed the 
Malacca Strait, the South China Sea 
and the waters of the Indonesian 

archipelago, their precious cargos have attracted 
predatory pirate groups seeking to enrich 
themselves at the expense of their victims.

During the past few years, world attention 
has focused on pirate activities off the coast 
of the Horn of Africa, where impoverished 
Somali �shermen have been seizing ships in 
international waters and holding the crews for 
multimillion-dollar ransoms. These headline-
grabbing attacks have overshadowed the success 
in recent years of cooperative efforts to curtail 
piracy in the Asia-Paci�c region.

Incidents such as those encountered off 
the Horn of Africa rarely occur in the Asia-
Paci�c region because of cooperation among 
authorities from the littoral states, including 

Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore, experts 
observe.

“You cannot compare what is occurring 
in the Asia-Paci�c region with what is going 
on in the Gulf of Aden, where pirates are 
continuously harassing international shipping 
with the intent of taking ship crews hostage and 
holding them for ransom,” said Capt. Pottengal 
Mukundan, director of the Kuala Lumpur-
based, 24-hour piracy reporting center of the 
International Maritime Bureau. “In the Strait 
of Malacca, we encounter relatively minor 
incidents involving robbers boarding ships and 
mugging the crew of their cash, valuables, and 
perhaps taking some of the ship’s equipment 
such as radios and GPS systems and then 
making their getaway,” Mukundan added.

However, other types of piracy and sea 
robbery persist throughout the Asia Paci�c and 
fuel an illicit industry that experts pin in the 
millions of dollars.

DISRUPTING PIRATE SYNDICATES
Vessel and cargo hijackings 
continue to be an issue in the 
Asia-Paci�c region, according to 
Risk Intelligence, a maritime risk 
consultancy. The reasons are simple: 
supply and demand. As global 
commodity prices soar and regional 
demand for crude palm oil, diesel 
fuel, and sand and gravel escalate, 
so does the pro�t margin for highly 
organized pirate groups operating 
out of key areas of Indonesia.

Professional pirate groups 
function in a pyramid-style 
organization, according to Karsten 
von Hoesslin, who specializes in 
tracking these well-organized, illegal 

pro�teers in the Malacca Strait and 
South China Sea. At the structure’s 
base are the marauding drones 
who actually board pre-targeted 
vessels. Team leaders who are 
the local kingpins oversee thieving 
privateers and are usually based 
in speci�c areas within the Riau 
Islands. Then above them are the 
so-called stakeholders who organize 
hijackings of vessels or their 
precious cargos.

“In numerous cases, the 
stakeholders operate out of greater 
Southeast Asia and commission 
team leaders to seize pre-targeted 
vessels, usually tugs, barges or their 

cargos, depending on the nature 
of the assignment,” von Hoesslin 
explained. “Sometimes, a team 
will target a ship simply to steal 
its fuel supply. A team leader and 
his group can earn U.S. $400,000 
within a day by conducting a ship-to-
ship transfer of fuel, which normally 
takes a well-trained and well-
equipped pirate crew about a day.”

Sometimes, a hijacked ship’s 
fuel or its cargo, such as crude palm 
oil or electronics, is sold locally 
on the black market. On other 
occasions, building materials such 
as sand and gravel or manufactured 
goods make their way back to 

REGIONAL COOPERATION
CURBS PIRACY 
IN THE ASIA PACIFIC
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Singapore, Malaysia and even 
Hong Kong. The reason is simple: 
Singapore and other metropolitan 
areas are experiencing rapid growth 
in population and need land to 
accommodate the growing numbers 
of people. The government and 
private contractors who are busy 
reclaiming land require sand and 
gravel as well as barges and tugs 
that transport such materials. As 
a result, criminal stakeholders can 
make large pro�ts in the transfer  
of materials.

“Rather than wait for more tugs 
and barges to be built, it is easier 
to commission a group of pirates 
to steal existing ones, re�ag and 
repaint the vessels, and sell them 

on the black market. Furthermore, 
the demand for construction 
materials is massive,” von 
Hoesslin explained.

In some cases, there is 
strong suspicion that the owners 
(stakeholders) of tugs and/or 
barges can organize the theft of the 
vessels and their contents, resell 
the vessels, sell the commodities 
and then �le insurance claims.

Despite the dramatic rise in 
the number of these types of 
hijackings, local of�cials in the 
littoral states are reluctant to 
report many incidents over fear 
that the Joint War Committee, a 
body of underwriters for insurance 
companies, will reinstate a War 

Risk Rating that was last imposed 
in 2005 in the Malacca Strait. Such 
a rating sharply drives up insurance 
rates for commercial shipping in the 
region, and that is something that 
no one wants.

Risk Intelligence credits the 
Malaysian Maritime Enforcement 
Agency (MMEA) and other regional 
law enforcement agencies in 
the region for improving and 
coordinating methods of targeting 
not only the actual pirates but also 
the so-called stakeholders who 
organize and �nance hijackings and 
bringing them to justice. MMEA 
is achieving this through proper 
intelligence gathering, surveillance 
and crime scene investigation. 

A Royal Thai Navy 
ship fires rockets 
during an anti-
piracy exercise in 
April 2012.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
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Traditionally a hornet’s nest of pirate activity, 
the Malacca Strait has accounted for 40 percent 
of piracy incidents reported annually around the 
world. The 885-kilometer (550-mile) waterway 
sees 25 percent of global trade, offering a 
steady supply of vulnerable targets. By 2004, 
the states that border the waterway had tired of 
the constant raids and decided to take action to 
curtail piracy here. The affected nations began 
to increase naval and law enforcement agency 
patrols.

Partnerships make the difference
“Combating piracy is de�nitely �rst and foremost 
the responsibility of the littoral states that border 
the Strait of Malacca. Since Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Singapore and Thailand have stepped up patrols, 
the number of incidents has fallen dramatically,” 
said Nazery Khalid, a maritime analyst based in 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

The littoral players launched the Malacca 
Strait Patrols, conducted jointly by Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand since 
2004, and the Eyes-in-the-Sky joint airborne 
surveillance program in 2005 to discourage 
pirates or at least to help intercept such 
groups once they have struck, according to the 
Singapore Ministry of Defence.

Other regional and international programs 
include the Malacca Strait Patrol Information 
System and information-sharing programs 
such as the Singapore-based Information 
Fusion Centre, set up in 2009, and the Regional 
Cooperation Agreement on Combating Piracy 
and Armed Robbery Against Ships in Asia 
(ReCAAP). 

Such joint information-sharing programs 
have not entirely suppressed pirate activity, said 
Karsten von Hoesslin, a Singapore-based senior 
analyst with the maritime risk consultancy Risk 
Intelligence of Denmark. Although sea and air 
patrols have deterred the potential for daytime 
attacks, the Southeast Asia region has historically 
always hosted pirate activity at night when the 

Establishing a clear demarcation of 
pirate-infested waters and creating 
a standard operating procedure 
to promote mutual understanding 
among active navies in the Indian 
Ocean emerged as top priorities of 
Indian military of�cials attending 
a recent Indian Ocean Naval 
Symposium in South Africa.

Chief of the Indian Naval Staff 
Adm. Nirmal Verma also broached 
the topic of deploying armed guards 
aboard commercial ships.

The admiral highlighted India’s 
role in curtailing piracy in the Indian 
Ocean region and said there should 
be a clear demarcation of the “zone 
of piracy,” according to an Indo-Asian 
News Service report on the April 
2012 symposium in Cape Town, 
South Africa.

“As far as insurance agencies [in 
the shipping industry] are concerned, 
they mark out the entire area [Indian 
Ocean region] as the piracy-affected 
waters, and that results in rise of the 
insurance rates, which impacts us 
and all the trade that is plying in this 
area,” he said, according to the Indo-

Asian News Service.
Until recently, pirates stayed 

within 300 kilometers of the Somali 
shores, Rear Adm. Habibollah 
Sayyari, Iran’s Navy commander, 
said. Nowadays, however, the sea 
bandits are active as far as 2,300 
kilometers from the shores, he 

Caps of naval officers from different parts of the world lie on a table in front of a 
photo of one of South Africa’s frigates in April 2012 during the opening in Cape 
Town of the Indian Ocean Naval Symposium, which gathers 30 countries from 
the Indian Ocean.

FORUM STAFF
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NAVIES
GEAR UP 
TO TACKLE 
PIRACY
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said, according to Iran’s PressTV. 
Sayyari described piracy as 
“sea terrorism” that threatens 
maritime trade.

The Indian Ocean Naval 
Symposium (IONS) began in 2008 
as a regional maritime security 
initiative in recognition of the need 

for centralized engagement for 
achieving and assuring mutually 
bene�cial maritime security, 
stability, safety and collective 
prosperity for all littoral states of 
the Indian Ocean Region (IOR). It 
provides a forum for Navy chiefs of 
the region to periodically meet to 

constructively engage one another. 
The IONS member navies of the 
IONS construct include countries 
in table (above).

The theme for South Africa 
focused on building partnerships 
and sharing information to reduce 
the threat of piracy. 

Suspected Somali pirates sit aboard a ship after the Indian Navy intercepted 
the pirate mother vessel Vega 5 in the Arabian Sea 1,100 kilometers from the 
west coast of India in March 2011.

Eyes-in-the-Sky do not �y.” Reducing the number of 
attacks after nightfall remains a challenge.

Furthermore, “many of the illegal groups 
operating in the Strait of Malacca and South China 
Sea are highly organized and well equipped. They 
frequently receive tip-offs from corrupted people 
in the shipping industry about when sea patrols are 
coming and adjust their operations accordingly,” von 
Hoesslin said.

In addition, some of the anti-piracy efforts 
need to be expanded to help protect civilians who 
often lack comparable countermeasures. “The 
information-sharing programs such as ReCAAP or 
the Information Fusion Centre are not very effective 
since many of the victims of piracy and armed 
robbery at sea are poor �sherman or local sailors 
who do not have access to the Internet or other 
capacities to report such incidents,” said Eric Frecon, 
a Paris-based expert on maritime piracy in the Asia-
Paci�c region.

Despite such criticism, von Hoesslin said real 
cooperation by local agencies is starting to make 

The Singapore Navy monitors maritime threats from its state-of-the-
art Information Fusion Centre, which opened in 2009 at Changi Naval 
Base to collect, analyze and share information.
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a difference. He praised the Malaysian 
Maritime Enforcement Agency (MMEA) 
for frustrating many well-organized pirate 
groups operating in Malacca Strait and in 
the South China Sea. 

“The MMEA is making progress in 
bringing pirates in the region to justice.
They are also cooperating with the Royal 
Malaysian Navy as well as the Indonesian 
Navy, Indonesian Maritime Police and 
the Bakorkamla, the Indonesian Maritime 
Security Coordinating Board,” von 
Hoesslin said. Since its creation in 2004,
MMEA has made more than 4,800 arrests, 
recovered 272 million ringgit (U.S. $89 
million) and helped save more than 2,000 
lives, Malaysia’s Deputy Prime Minister 
Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin told reporters 
in February 2012.

Another area of concern
The stepped-up international patrols have 
rendered the Malacca Strait relatively 
calm, according to data accumulated by 
Risk Intelligence on pirate activity. The 
same data indicate, however, that local 
governments should be focusing on an 
area in the South China Sea near the 
Anambas Islands, northeast of the strait 

A Vietnamese Navy ship rescues victims of a piracy 
attack in waters south of Ba Ria-Vung Tau province 
in southern Vietnam in May 2010.
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between the Malaysian peninsula and the 
island of Borneo.

This region is home to a rising 
number of cluster attacks by a speci�c
pirate group operating from mother 
ships deploying speedboats. The 
well-organized pirate group attacks 
soft-target ships bearing any �ag and 
normally robs the shipmaster’s safe of 
cash and then �ees.

The record time for boarding a ship, 
conducting a robbery and extracting 
from the vessel is 10 minutes. “These 
guys are good, very fast and highly 
professional,” von Hoesslin warned. 
Usually captives, such as a single 
crew member, are taken only for the 
duration of the robbery and are released 
unharmed. 

Cluster piracy incidents tripled in 
2010 with 29 attacks being reported, 
compared with 11 in 2009 and eight 
incidents in 2008. Experts attribute 
the increase to a single batch of well-
organized groups operating out of the 
Indonesian islands around the Riau 
Archipelago. There was only one cluster 
attack reported through May 2012, 

indicating the groups are likely busy 
conducting a calculated type of hijacking 
that targets speci�c vessels and cargo (see 
sidebar), according to Risk Intelligence.

The standard pattern of cluster 
pirates, according to von Hoesslin, who 
tracks local pirate groups, is to target as 
many soft-target ships in as short a time 
frame as possible with as many as six 
attacks in one week conducted by a single 
group. From 2008 to 2011, there were 64 
cluster attacks. Once an initial incident is 
reported, there will likely be more attacks 
within 72 hours, data reveal. 

Furthermore, these attacks are 
conducted during the dry season, 
between March and November after 
the monsoon season when attacks are 
few due to bad weather. During the 
dry season, the groups resort to cluster 
piracy when not involved in the more 
lucrative business of hijacking vessels for 
the purpose of seizing cargo or the ships 
themselves, Risk Intelligence advised.  o

Jiri Kominek, an independent journalist based in Prague, covers 
business, political and security developments throughout Central 
and Eastern Europe and Central and East Asia for a variety of 
publications, including Business New Europe, The Jamestown 
Foundation and the Jane’s Information Group.

Malaysian Maritime 
Enforcement Agency 
officers transport 
Indonesian pirates, 
whom they arrested 
for allegedly robbing 
a tanker crew in 
waters near Johor in 
March 2011.
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Indonesia and the Philippines 
forge a natural alliance 

against extremism

a  c o m m o n

ENEMY
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F
or thousands of years, Indonesia and the 
Philippines shared similar ancestry and 
alliances. The nations emerged from the 
same Malay ethnic group that spoke the 
same Malayo-Polynesian language. In fact, 
according to various migration theories, 

the �rst wave of settlers in the Philippines arrived from 
the Indonesian archipelago. The two countries honored 
parallel traditions and recited common narratives. 
Creation legends about the origin of the �rst man 
emerging from a bamboo stem, for example, populate 
both Philippine and Indonesian mythology. This shared 
legacy uni�ed the imagination of the people whose lives 
revolved around a highly diffused maritime environment. 

Over the millennia, the seamless movement of traders, 
ideas and religious practices between the two countries 
forged an archipelagic sense of community. Although the 
origin of Islam in the Philippines remains a contested 
topic, its spread throughout the region in the 13th and 
14th centuries reinforced a common sense of regional 
identity. Close geographic proximity, porous borders and 
a dynamic regional commerce fashioned a natural alliance 
between the two island nations.

This af�nity, however, also brought destruction. 
Extremist groups that emerged in contemporary 

Southeast Asia sought to exploit the open borders of the 
two nations. The shared maritime sociocultural landscape 
became a means for extremists to disseminate the idea of 
a supra-national Islamic caliphate achievable only though 
violence. The Jemaah Islamiyah (JI) terrorist network 
in particular poisoned local histories and dragged the 
two countries into savage wars. From the early 1990s, 
around the same time that the Philippine extremist Abu 
Sayyaf Group was formally organized, JI extremist culture 
continued to sow fear and destruction in these two island 
nations. Many innocent lives were lost. 

In 2000, a series of bombings in metro Manila 
masterminded by the JI resulted in 22 deaths and hundreds 
of Filipinos injured. The 2002 Bali bombing resulted in 202 
people killed, including 88 Australians and 38 Indonesian 
citizens, with more than 240 people injured. In the same 
year, a JI-designed bomb took the life of a U.S. Soldier and 
two Filipinos in the southern Philippines. The following 
year, a suicide bomber killed 12 people and injured more 
than 150 in the J.W. Marriott Hotel in South Jakarta. In
2005, Bali was targeted again in a series of car bombs and 
suicide attacks, resulting in 20 people killed and more than 
100 injured. In 2009, JI terror once again occupied the 
minds of the people with the bombings of the Ritz Carlton 
and J.W. Marriott in Jakarta.

A Philippine Air Force 
helicopter gunner points to 
a forested area in July 2011 
on southern Jolo island in 
the southern Philippines 
where Abu Sayyaf militants 
have been prevalent.
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COMMON CHALLENGES
Today, leaders look to capitalize on the two nations’ 
shared traditions to suppress terrorists in the region. 
On March 8, 2011, at the Istana Merdeka, Indonesia’s 
presidential palace, Philippine President Benigno 
Aquino III signed a memorandum of understanding 
with Indonesian President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono 
to crack down on terrorists. “It would be criminal 
on the part of the respective countries to which the 
terrorists are in�icting harm on our people not to 
explore all avenues and implement all avenues of 
cooperation so as to overcome this network that 
has really crossed boundaries and is already actively 
cooperating with one another,” Aquino said on signing 
the agreement. 

The agreement aims to enhance cooperation 
between the nations to prevent and combat terrorism, 
transnational crimes, arms smuggling, piracy and other 
crimes at sea. “We cannot have in our region safe haven 
for terrorists, for corrupters, and safe haven for those 
who are involved in transnational crimes,” Yudhoyono 
said during the joint news conference with Aquino. 

“We know that terrorism has a network — regional, 
global and national. In Southeast Asia, terrorist groups 
have high mobility,” added Yudhoyono, noting that 
“terrorists have turned out not only to be Indonesians 
but citizens from other Asian nations as well.” As the 
entire region faces the coming decade, bilateral and 
multilateral agreements among Southeast Asian countries 
will continue to increase as mutual security cooperation 
becomes indispensable for stabilizing the region. 

COMMON RESOLVE
Various bilateral security agreements between the 
Philippines and Indonesia over the years have 
contributed to the weakening of terrorist organizations 
in the region. Despite the strategic blow to the 
leadership of al-Qaida-af�liated organizations in recent 
years, many analysts, such as Sreeram Chaulia, professor 
and vice dean at the Jindal School of International 
Affairs in Sonipat, India, contend that countries now 
face a more obstinate threat to peace and security in 
the region. “Al-Qaida’s reincarnations in franchises 
connected to speci�c, parochial issues mean that local 
wars and disputes are going to be more lethal in the 
future,” Chaulia wrote in a January 2012 Asia Times
newspaper article.

Sidney Jones, senior advisor for the International 
Crisis Group’s Asian Program, agreed. Harnessing local 
grievances for extremist purposes allowed terrorism 
to maintain a foothold in many Southeast Asian 
countries, Jones explained. “In the past, there were 
clear ideological lines within the radical fringe between 
thugs and jihadists. Today, those lines have blurred, 
making deterrence more dif�cult,” Jones said.  In a 
desperate act to survive, ideological extremists have 
partnered with criminal groups, ignoring boundaries, 

transgressing social taboos and establishing what would 
have historically been considered un-Islamic alliances 
because their criminal partners have violated both the 
religious and moral code of Islam.

“Homegrown extremism has become much more 
contained in recent years, though far from being 
completely eliminated,” cautioned Sidney Jones in a 
January 2012 article in The Straits Times newspaper.

COMMON GOALS
To combat these realities, President Yudhoyono 
emphasized the importance of regional cooperation at 
the signing of the 2011 memorandum of understanding. 
“Terrorists are moving freely in the region, in countries 
that are experiencing terrorism. The solution, therefore, 
is … to have an effective cooperation at the regional 
level and have an effective bilateral relation information 
gathering intelligence exchange. These are issues that 
we must conduct well.” 

Indonesia and the Philippines plan to build 
capacity in the coming years through joint training 
and exchange of intelligence information, enhancing 
the longstanding practice of mutual cooperation, 
friendship and good will that formally began nearly 
four decades ago. On March 11, 1975, the Philippines 
and Indonesia signed the Border Patrol and Border 
Crossing Agreement, aimed at coordinating the use of 
aircraft in the border patrol operations for search and 
rescue missions of traf�cked people. 

The revision of the agreement at the 29th 
Chairmen’s Conference between the Border Committee 
of Indonesia and the Philippines in Manado, Indonesia,
in February 2011 will further increase the number of 
joint exercises between the two nations to improve their 
interoperability, particularly between their naval forces. 
Eastern Mindanao Command Chief Lt. Gen. Arthur 
Tabaquero, who also sat as chair of the Philippines’ 30th 
Border Committee, said, “Intelligence exchange and 
information sharing will allow us to closely monitor and 
apprehend lawless elements that might be traversing the 
waters of Indonesia and the Philippines.” 

Indonesian Foreign Affairs Minister Marty 
Natalegawa declared that arms smuggling between the 
two countries was “suf�ciently serious” to make the 
issue the “highest priority” on the agenda of his meeting 
with his Philippines counterpart, Albert del Rosario, on 
December 13, 2011. 

Even before September 11, 2001, the media had 
reported that Osama bin Laden was sending cargo 
containing arms from Indonesia to the Philippines. 
The BBC reported in June 2000 that a 7.3-meter-
long container full of high-powered �rearms and 
ammunitions was released without of�cial approval or 
inspection. Tens of thousands of trips each year were 
made by all types of boats between East Indonesia 
and Mindanao, often described as the backdoor of the 
Philippines, experts estimate. 
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COMMON FUTURE
“The waters that separate us are also the same waters 
that join us. ... The maritime borders that we share are 
our mutual and utmost concern,” Naval Forces Eastern 
Mindanao Chief Commodore Philip Cacayan said during 
the 30th Vice Chairmen’s Conference of the Philippine-
Indonesian Border Committee Cooperation at a summit 
in Manado, Indonesia, in September 2011. 

Geography, centuries-old trade ties and leadership 
legacy inextricably linked the two nations in the past and 
will likely continue to support their forging a common 
future. “Since our fathers were like brothers, we should 
be like sisters supporting each other as we seek solutions 
to problems that we inherited from our respective 
nations,” then-Philippine President Gloria Macapagal-
Arroyo told then-Indonesian President Megawati 
Sukarnoputri during their 2001 talks in Manila. What’s 
more, incumbent presidents of the two nations in 1998 
seriously considered using the same local currency to 
conduct commerce.

More than 60 years of formalized agreements and 
centuries of informal cooperation lay a path of mutual 
interdependency in the coming years. The two nations 
will need each other as they face new threats in their 
territorial waters.

During the �fth meeting of the Philippines-
Indonesia Joint Commission for Bilateral Cooperation 
in December 2011 in Manila, the two countries renewed 
their commitment to a range of technical and people-to-
people ties. Indonesia supported the Philippine stance on 

drafting a code of conduct on the Spratly Islands. 
The countries also agreed on a plan of action for 

2013–2015, which included security and defense. 
“Indonesia remains a valued friend and partner of the 
Philippines in our pursuit of national development and 
regional security,” Foreign Affairs Secretary del Rosario 
said in a joint statement with Natalegawa.

In the coming decades, Indonesia and the Philippines 
need to safeguard the systems and mechanisms that 
allow ideas, values and goods to �ow freely between the 
two countries. Extremist groups must not be allowed 
to exploit this seemingly borderless geography and the 
accommodating sociocultural, economic and religious ties 
that have bound the two nations toward a collective polity. 

The Philippines and Indonesia have responded 
to safeguard their trusted and open system through 
collaborative governance. Their uni�ed response toward 
a strategic counterterrorism policy is de�nitive and 
synergetic. Their vision comes with clear action plans. 
While the two nations face a common enemy, they look 
toward a common future. Their commitment toward 
mutual defense and security is perhaps best captured in 
the words of President Aquino spoken in March 2011 in 
the halls of the Indonesian palace: “They have a network, 
and we have a cooperation that is not bounded by 
boundaries.”   o

Indonesian President 
Susilo Bambang 
Yudhoyono, right, and 
Philippines President 
Benigno Aquino III 
aim to expand on 
their nations’ record 
of cooperation.
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Dr. Imes Chiu won the Global Filipino Non-Fiction Literary Book Award for her 
cross-cultural study on the military, civilian and foreign adaptation of radically new 
technology and practices. She attended Cornell University for her doctorate and 
master’s degree in Southeast Asian studies. She has taught in leading universities in 
the United States and the Philippines and is an expert on security in Southeast Asia.
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Baitullah Mehsud was reclining on a roof patio in South 
Waziristan, receiving a leg massage, when he was vaporized by a 
Hell�re missile. The ruthless leader of the Pakistani Taliban had 
been blamed for masterminding the 2007 assassination of Prime 
Minister Benazir Bhutto, as well as dozens of suicide attacks, 
including the 2008 bombing of the Marriott Hotel in Islamabad 
that killed more than 50 people. 

His death in an August 2009 drone strike, however, brought 
Pakistan only brief respite from terrorist violence. Within weeks, 
Hakimullah Mehsud, an even more ferocious warlord, had secured 
his grip over the Pakistani Taliban. Under his command, the 
militant network has grown bolder, and its reach has spread. The 
group now regularly targets military and intelligence installations 
across Pakistan that were once thought secure. On April 15, 2012, 
200 Pakistani Taliban stormed a high-security prison in Bannu, 
securing the release of almost 400 inmates, among them a number 
of senior Taliban militants.  

There’s a similar story in Mexico, now under the grip of the 
ultraviolent Sinaloa Cartel, considered the most powerful drug 
traf�cking organization in the Western Hemisphere. During 
the past four decades, the Mexican and U.S. governments have 
partnered to launch repeated crackdowns against different 
generations of the group, only to watch each new generation 
grow progressively stronger, richer and more lethal.

By Gretchen Peters and charles Gardner

Bags of heroin seized by Thai narcotics police are displayed in Ayutthaya 
before incineration in September 2011 as part of a government-led anti-
drugs campaign. AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
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In fact, the current cartel leader, Joaquín “El Chapo” 
Guzmán, has been repeatedly ranked by Forbes magazine as 
one of the most powerful and wealthy people in the world. 
After his most recent arrest in 1993, he escaped from a 
high-security Mexican prison hiding in a laundry cart, 
having reportedly spent more than U.S. $2.5 million to 
buy off prison guards. 

Evolving networks
Neither terrorism nor narcotics traf�cking is a new 
phenomenon. In recent years, however, contemporary 
illicit networks have globalized just like legal organizations 
and businesses. Moreover, links between criminal groups, 
insurgents and terrorist organizations are deepening. This 
increasingly matrixed underworld poses a signi�cant threat 
to global stability and a major challenge for investigators 
to untangle.  

Whether they are made up of drug traf�ckers, 
terrorists or some combination of illicit actors, powerful 
underworld networks that have survived generations do 
so precisely because they are highly adaptive and resilient 
to attacks by military and law enforcement. Traditional 
tactics to go after organizational leaders have often 
back�red. In response to these attacks, such nefarious 
groups have only increased their operational security and 
been forced to become more robust. 

In other words, conventional law enforcement and 
military tactics often have the unfortunate and undesired 
effect of making their enemies tougher to beat. In many 
cases, such as the Pakistani Taliban and the Sinaloa Cartel, 
the new leader who replaces an individual who has been 
killed or captured is smarter about avoiding capture than 
his predecessor and more ruthless in his efforts to do so. 

On top of that, taking out a network leader doesn’t 
mean the network’s business grinds to a halt. Imagine if 

someone �red a drone strike into Japan and killed the chief 
executive of�cer of Toyota, for example. The �rm would be 
able to continue to produce cars and would likely appoint a 
new leader who would have better security. 

Consider, on the other hand, the impact of an 
earthquake in 2006 on the Aisin Seiki plant in Kariya, 
Japan. The temblor sparked a �re that melted 500 precision 
tools used in the manufacture of proportioning valves for 
automotive brakes. All Toyota models required the critical 
valve, which was exclusively produced at the factory. The 
loss of the Kariya plant forced the entire company to 
shutter production for more than four months, creating a 
signi�cant operational disruption.   

Business backbones
Conventional law enforcement and military tactics 
often focus on a target network as a militant or gang-
based organization, failing to recognize that most illicit 
organizations operate just like transnational businesses, 
concerned with costs, return and revenue, just as major 
�rms such as Toyota function. 

The Sinaloa Cartel “functions just like a transnational 
�rm, with operations in more than 40 countries. Its reach 
is believed to extend across the Paci�c to Australia and 
Japan and across the Atlantic to Eastern Europe, Italy, 
Portugal, Spain, Germany and several African nations,” 
explains U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of 
California Laura E. Duffy.

This trend is apparent among major illicit networks 
around the globe. Powerful crime syndicates, such as 
Japan’s Yakuza or South Asia’s D-Company, operate like 
large diversi�ed conglomerates. They have their �ngers 
in scores of businesses from drug smuggling to regional 
�lms, money-laundering networks to construction 
�rms and real estate. Major terrorist organizations 
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Thai officials prepare to 
burn more than 2,400 
kilograms of confiscated 
narcotics including 
methamphetamine, 
heroin, opium, cocaine 
and psychotropic 
substances worth an 
estimated 7,400 million 
baht (U.S. $242 million) 
in June 2011.
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from Hezbollah to al-Qaida have been tied to vast criminal 
operations, ranging from drug smuggling to used cars (see 
sidebar this page). 

Leaders and U.N. of�cials around the world recognize that 
the “corporatization” of crime is a global challenge and one that 
will require a fresh way of looking at the problem. 

“Our understanding of the problem has to improve,” says 
Gary Lewis, the Southeast Asia regional director of the United 
Nation’s Of�ce on Drugs and Crime. “Policy must be based on 
solid evidence. We cannot keep groping around in the dark. ... 
The real challenge is to know what we don’t know.”

A U.S. strategy to defeat transnational threats, which was 
released in July 2011, calls for attacking terrorist and criminal 
organizations by “targeting their infrastructures, depriving them 
of their enabling means and preventing the criminal facilitation 
of terrorist activities.” 

But what does this mean? And how can law enforcement 
and military operations worldwide get on board with strategies 
that increasingly use private-sector models to attack irregular 
threats? Using business methodology to analyze illicit networks 
can help investigators identify key vulnerabilities in these 
targeted networks that may not be initially apparent.

Understanding the similarities between licit and illicit 
organizations enables security professionals to illuminate critical 
vulnerabilities in illicit networks. Both legal and illegal operations:

•	Are founded on trusted relations.
•	Make efforts to control transnational supply 

chains to generate revenue.
•	Manage funds to optimize risk and return. 

A 2010 project for the U.S. Drug Enforcement 
Administration mapping out the cocaine supply chain from 
Colombia to the United States revealed just how closely the illicit 
cocaine supply chain mirrored the movement of legal agricultural 
crops being grown in South America and imported to the United 
States. The main differences analysts found in their supply chains 
were that cocaine transporters masked many of their critical 
nodes in order to hide from law enforcement.  

Supply chain methodology can reveal these hidden activities 
by illuminating the roles and functions performed by individuals 
to keep the supply chain operational. By focusing on which roles 
and functions are critical to the business, one starts to understand 
which nodes need to be removed (such as the Toyota brake valve) 
to disrupt the network and interfere with operations.

Just like licit businesses, illicit networks operate 
transnationally. There are identi�able social networks that 
enable the “business side” of the transport operation to function. 
For example, in the cocaine supply chain, one of the critical, 
high-vulnerability nodes is the role of “cocaine broker,” the 
individual who manages the sale of large-scale drug shipments 
between South America and Mexico. Investigators and social 
network analysts discovered that there were few cocaine brokers, 
and few transportation coordinators who could move the 
shipments. When one cocaine broker was arrested and removed 
from the chain, 100 metric tons of cocaine quickly piled up, 
unable to move along the supply chain. 

SHUTTERING HEZBOLLAH’S USED CAR LOT
The Shiite political party Hezbollah is 
best known as a potent terrorist group 
and fighting force that receives training, 
weapons and support from Iran and 
Syria. However, in the past several years, 
an international team of investigators 
has pieced together proof that the 
organization also sits atop a multibillion-
dollar, globalized criminal empire 
engaged in counterfeiting currencies and 
goods, gemstone smuggling, credit-card 
fraud, and laundering narcotics proceeds. 

According to a lawsuit filed by the 
U.S. Department of Justice in December 
2011, for example, Hezbollah used the 
purchase of used cars in America to traffic 
money between West Africa, the United 
States, Canada and Lebanon, moving a 
stunning U.S. $480 million since 2007.

Hezbollah, which has been fingered in
terrorist attacks dating back to 1982, was 
designated a terrorist organization by 
the U.S. and other Western governments 
in 1997. This put severe limits on how 
the group could access and move funds. 
Hezbollah got around the restrictions 
by moving into the criminal underworld, 
using front companies to “hide in plain 
sight.” Using partner banks, Hezbollah 
transferred funds to the United States, 
and the money was used to purchase
used cars. The approximately 30 car 
dealerships involved in the scam had 
“little or no property or assets” of their 
own and relied entirely on the cash sent 
from Lebanon.

The used cars were then shipped to 
West Africa, primarily Benin, where they 
were resold. The proceeds from those 
sales, according to the complaint, were 
then smuggled by a series of Hezbollah 
money couriers controlled by a Togo-
based operative called Oussama Salhab. 
His network transferred the cash through 
Ghana and Togo to Lebanon, where it 
was then used by Hezbollah to fund itself.

Investigators were able to uncover 
the scam by following the supply chain 
of vehicles and the movement of money. 
They knew they were dealing with a 
money laundering case because the used 
car operation in and of itself was losing 
money. No ordinary business could afford 
to sustain such losses year after year. They 
reasoned that only a criminal organization 
would accept the losses if the vehicles 
were being used to transfer illicit funds out 
of the United States. 
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Authorities, however, had not previously focused on 
capturing transport coordinators or brokers, perceiving 
them to be insigni�cant contractors at the edges of 
family-run drug cartels. In fact, these individuals are 
central to the supply of cocaine. 

Illicit networks also maintain a robust �nancial 
bureaucracy to manage cash �ows and maintain business 
functions. During three separate studies on the cocaine 
supply chain, bulk cash �ows from the U.S. to Mexico, 
and the movement of weapons from the United States, it 
became apparent that network leaders were less important 
to day-to-day functioning of the networks than were 
accountants and bankers. 

Network disruption
So the question is, “How does law enforcement put an 
illicit business out of business?” That is the ultimate goal,
after all. By using business methodology, it is possible 
to discover previously unseen weakness in transnational 
adversaries, from the Sinaloa Cartel to the Pakistani 
Taliban, and then to apply pressure to speci�c nodes that 
will cause disruptions in the network’s supply chain and 
may force network leaders to reveal themselves to repair 
the disruption. 

Key information is revealed 
when an illicit network 
experiences a supply chain 
disruption. Leaders are forced 
to emerge from hiding to �x 
the problem. They must quickly 
access hidden cash reserves to 
repair problems, making it easier 
to identify and/or seize ill-gotten wealth. One can also 
discover critical elements about the network’s supply 
lines and transport operations as they move people 
and material into place to repair the disruption. Most 
importantly, it is possible to determine how the network 
responds to breaks in the chain, which makes it possible 
to launch a strategy that will make it harder, or even 
impossible, for the network to �x the problem if it suffers 
a subsequent attack on its supply chain. 

Understanding the critical nodes of an illicit network 
puts authorities in a position to stage a multipronged 
attack on critical nodes of an illicit network and watch it 
crumble (see infographic). Imagine that a major heroin 
network in Afghanistan loses its transport coordinator, 
who is interdicted by NATO troops, and then a week 
later network leaders discover that their central supplier 
for acetic anhydride, a key precursor chemical needed to 
process opium into heroin, has been shut down. Then the 
bank calls the network chief �nancial of�cer to say the 
network’s secret accounts have been frozen.  

Identifying vulnerable nodes in the target network’s 
business operations puts authorities in the position to be 
proactive, rather than reactive. Plus, for those agencies that 
get rewarded for capturing high-value targets, there’s an 
added bene�t. When illicit network leaders are forced to 
become more public to �x the interruption in their supply 
chain, they are at risk of being killed or captured. Attacking 
the network through its supply chain kills two birds with 
one stone: Law enforcement stops the illicit activity and is 
in a strong position to interdict the network leaders.  o
Gretchen Peters is the author of Seeds of Terror, an international bestseller that outlines 
the role heroin has played in three decades of war in Afghanistan. She conducts business 
analyses of insurgent armies, terrorist groups and other illicit networks.

Charles Gardner, a former chief of the Drug Enforcement Administration’s Of�ce of Strategic 
Intelligence, leads a government-backed supply chain attack strategy effort analyzing licit and 
illicit supply chains to identify critical vulnerabilities in these transnational networks. 

South Korean police display 
plastic pails containing 
acetic anhydride, a 
chemical that can be 
used to make heroin or 
explosives. They seized 
the pails from an Afghan 
man at a police station in 
Ansan, South Korea.
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TAKING DOWN A NETWORK
How are the key roles and functions of a network 
identified? First, develop a common lexicon that 
clearly defines who does what in the network. It is 
rare that any one organization handles all aspects
of the illicit business. Usually, a core network will
outsource certain activities to other underworld 
businesses (just like in legal business). Understanding 
the critical roles and functions is key to making
headway.  

Next, identify vulnerable nodes in the operation: 

•	What part of the business gives the 
network headaches? 

•	What segment of the operations is hard or 
impossible to replace?

This aspect of the methodology is a product 
of understanding critical business function and 
the analysis of impact (volume and velocity) and 
feasibility (are the capabilities/resources/authorities 
available to impact the node?) Returning to the 
example of the transportation coordinator function 
in the cocaine study, the impact is the product of 
how much of the commodity the coordinator controls 
(volume) and the amount of time the coordinator 
controls the product (velocity). 

The feasibility of action analysis assesses whether 
the capability exists to take legal or kinetic action 
against the critical node in question. Once the key 
roles and functions have been identified, addressed 
and targeted, a supply chain attack strategy can go 
into effect.
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The international community, 
including the European 
Union and the United States, 
suspended a range of trade,
economic and individual 
sanctions against Burma 
after the historic vote.
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Burma’s by-elections on April 1, 2012, bode well for the 

people of Burma and for the Asia Paci�c. The elections, 

only the third since the military regime seized power in 

1962, proved an important step in the nation’s movement 

toward democracy. Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, a Nobel 

laureate, and her National League for Democracy (NLD) 

party won 43 of 45 contested seats in parliament. 

“We hope this will be the beginning of a new era, where 

there will be more emphasis on the role of the people in 

everyday politics in our country,” Suu Kyi said after the 

election. Although the victory stands as a major achievement 

symbolically, NLD holds only 6 percent of parliament. 

Most observers contend that much work remains to build 

an enduring democracy.

“There’s a possibility that some within the establishment 

will get nervous and see this as a threat,” Thant Myint-U, a 

historian and authority on Burma, told The New York Times

newspaper in April 2012. “But I think the message that 

is more likely to get to the government is that they need 

to move that much more quickly to implement policies 

that bene�t the people.” Until the election, the regime 

government had remained exclusively Burmese or ethnic 

Burman, even though 10 to 12 other ethnic groups make 

up about 40 percent of the population.

BURMA’S
As the nation moves toward democracy, skeptics 
look to the 2015 elections as the true test of reform

FORUM STAFF
PHOTOS BY AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

end game
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A boon for the region
The opening of Burma could improve prospects for 
the region as well. If Burma succeeds in building 
“pan-ethnic institutions in coming decades, it could 
come close to being a midlevel power in its own 
right — something that would not necessarily harm 
Indian and Chinese interests, and by the way would 
unleash trade throughout Asia and the Indian Ocean 
world,” predicted Robert Kaplan, an author and senior 
fellow at the Center for a New American Security in 
Washington, D.C.  Parts of India in the northeast and 
Bangladesh will also bene�t from Burma’s increasing 
democratization and development, he wrote in a 
March 2012 column for Stratfor, a subscription-based 
provider of geopolitical analysis.

In response to Burma’s increasing liberalization,
for example, the European Union in April 2012 lifted 
trade, economic and individual sanctions for one year, 
although it left an arms embargo in place. The EU 
also opened an of�ce in Burma as a “�rst step” toward 
a full delegation, Catherine Ashton, EU foreign policy 
chief, told reporters at the opening ceremony. The 
suspension of sanctions recognizes the “progress that 
has been made” in terms of democratic reforms but 
also recognizes “there is more to be done,” Agence 
France-Presse (AFP) reported her saying. The EU 
will work with Burma to ensure that more political 
prisoners are freed and more cease-�res negotiated 
with the various ethnic groups still �ghting the 
government, she told AFP.

The international community followed the EU’s 
lead. Within days of the election, U.S. Secretary of 

State Hillary Clinton introduced measures to enable 
nonpro�t organizations to engage in activities such
as promoting health, education and democracy and 
started slackening restrictions on the export of �nancial 
and investment services to Burma. On May 17,
2012, the Obama administration of�cially suspended 
many sanctions against Burma and announced the 
nomination of Derek Mitchell as the �rst U.S. 
ambassador to the country in more than two decades.  
The United States is also exploring opening up defense 
ties with Burma, provided the government continues to
liberalize and addresses human rights issues.

A waiting game
Activists and many skeptics, however, want to ensure 
that Suu Kyi and her opposition party have real power 
before all sanctions are lifted permanently; they look 
to the 2015 elections as the real prize. In that contest, 
enough seats will be up for grabs that other parties 
could wrest control of parliament from the regime’s 
Union Solidarity and Development party (USDP). In 
the meantime, much work remains to create a system 
that confers more power on the minorities, activists 
contend; otherwise the peace and outside investment 
are at stake.

“The real litmus test for genuine progress on 
reform will be the next election in 2015,” Khin 
Ohmar, coordinator of the Burma Partnership, a 
coalition of pro-democracy activists, said at an April 
2012 forum on Burma at the Center for Strategic and 
International Studies (CSIS), a Washington, D.C.-
based public policy research institution. 
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Ohmar advised the international community to 
act “step by step” because what Burma wants most 
is to get Washington on its side, she told the forum. 
“That’s leverage the U.S. government needs to use 
effectively and smartly.” She asked the international 
community to consider “why did sanctions get into 
place in the �rst place? Because of human rights 
violations. If the international community is reviewing 
its sanctions policy, the concerns about the behavior 
of the Burmese army and ongoing violations can’t just
be sidelined.”

Some Burma watchers worry that the NLD will 
also face struggles from within in the buildup to the 
2015 elections. Dr. Miemie Winn Byrd, an Asia-
Paci�c Center for Security Studies (APCSS) professor 
who specializes in U.S.-Burma relations, said the 
NLD is currently missing the critical 40 to 50 age 
group, which provides a bridge for sustaining and 
leading organizations. “This group generally brings 
and provides life experience, wisdom and leadership 
for organizations while maintaining energy and 
enthusiasm,” Byrd said. “When Daw Suu Kyi and the 
original founders started the party, they were in their 
40s and 50s. After 20 years of imprisonment, they are 
now in their 60s and 70s.”

Rumors in Yangon that there is widespread 
in�ghting in the party, especially among its younger 
members in their 20s and 30s, portend future 
problems, said Byrd, who visited Yangon in March 
2012. “All of this tells me that the NLD currently has 
no strategy to �ll the gap and therefore will likely 
struggle in the 2015 election if it is not �xed.”

The NLD also needs skillful political tacticians 
who are more pragmatic in exploiting the 
opposition’s weaknesses, Byrd asserted. “The party 
leadership’s extreme courage and fearlessness 
sometimes becomes a liability in achieving their 
overall objectives.” For example, Suu Kyi wasted 
political capital in focusing her pre-election speech, 
which historically was permitted to be broadcast 
on national TV, on abolishing the 25 percent seat 
allocation to representatives of Burma’s military
organization, the Tatmadaw, Byrd said. Until then,
the Tatmadaw �lled those seats with majors. In 
response, the regime started �lling these seats with 
much higher-ranking military of�cials, including 
colonels and some generals, who will prove more 
formidable adversaries in parliament and who 
are more entrenched in the current system, Byrd 
explained. “Furthermore, by focusing on the 25 
percent seat issue, Daw Suu Kyi plundered the 
chance to reset the expectation of her constituency 
during her speech.  Her constituency currently has 
unrealistically high expectations.”  

“Preserving the regime”
Most observers acknowledge the April by-elections 
were orchestrated by the military regime. Speculation 
remains rampant as to what factors caused the shift 
in the regime’s direction and what the regime’s 
motivations really are in opening Burma now. After 
all, the regime banned opposition leader Suu Kyi from 
running in the 2010 elections, which brought Burma’s 
President Thein Sein to power.  

Left: Pro-democracy leader 
Daw Aung San Suu Kyi took 
her oath as a member of 
Burma’s parliament on May 2, 
2012, opening a new chapter 
in the Nobel laureate’s near 
quarter-century struggle 
against oppression. 

Right: U.N. Secretary-General 
Ban Ki-moon, left, meets with 
Burma President Thein Sein 
at the president’s residence 
in Naypidaw on April 30, 
2012, to discuss international 
easing of sanctions in 
response to Burma’s changes 
in political processes.
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Some suggest that the new regime leadership 
favors inclusive politics. “That’s the most important 
thing with the new government. In one year [after 
the 2010 elections], they released almost all political 
prisoners. … These are the �gures that they were 
scared of before. It’s not just for getting sanctions 
removed, on the part of the USDP. There is 
something [else]. [Thein] Sein has a new generation 
mindset: ‘We have to work with the opposition to 
improve the country,’ ” Win Min, a leading Burma 
scholar, told The Nation magazine in April 2012.

Alfred Oehlers, an APCSS professor and Burma 
expert, offers a more cynical analysis. He told FORUM
that the regime realized “it 
needed to look at an alternative 
means of preserving the 
regime because repression was 
becoming an unsustainable 
way to sustain the regime.” 
To advance the country, the 
regime desired access to 
outside investment, markets 
and banks. At the same time, 
China’s in�uence and brand of 
investment was unwanted but 
steadily increasing, he noted.

Moreover, “there was an 
opportunity for closer relations 
with the West to assist in the 
transition,” Oehlers said. Soon 
after the 2010 elections, Burma’s
President Thein Sein sent U.S. 
President Barack Obama a note, 
and quiet diplomacy ensued with
the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations playing a key role 
behind the scenes, Oehlers said.

The regime’s internal 
politics also proved complex. 
The Burmese military itself is 
not a monolithic group but a 
complex organization. Although 
about a third are hard-liners 
who resist change, “one-third 
are open to change, and the 
remaining third are waiting to 
join whichever side seems to be 
winning,” Oehlers explained. For this reason, there’s 
a lot of pressure on the international community to 
make Thein Sein look good, observers note. 

Ironically, the very fact that the 2008 constitution 
guarantees the military a 25 percent lock in 
parliament and expanded powers of the president 
enabled reform to happen. Without such assurances, 
the regime might have balked at the 2010 and 2012 
elections, Oehlers purports.

Wanting more
Activists, however, still want additional amendments 
to the constitution. Dissent, for example, remains a 
crime in Burma. The military regime, which is still 
in power, lacks transparency and accountability for 
the most part. Militarization continues in non-Burma 
ethnic areas, and land con�scation remains a major 
problem, activists say. Crimes continue in rural areas, 
especially in the north, where cronies of the military 
and increasingly Chinese businessmen exploit ethnic 
minorities. Rape, forced labor and even sexual slavery 
continue in some cease�re areas where the military 
has moved in, the Burma Partnership’s Ohmar told 

the CSIS forum in Washington.
Activists also demand 

reforms to address the nation’s 
poverty, to return wrongfully 
taken lands to ethnic groups 
and to devise mechanisms 
to share some of its wealth 
derived from its vast energy 
and mineral resources. Many 
outsiders and insiders alike 
hope that inviting foreign 
investment will help erode 
the state-owned and private 
monopolies controlled by the 
military regime and its cronies.

“Burma and its government 
do not lack money,” Sean 
Turnell, an economist at 
Macquarie University in 
Sydney, Australia, who 
specializes in Burma, said 
at a forum on the sidelines 
of the April meetings of the 
World Bank and International 
Monetary Fund in Washington, 
D.C., according to Terraviva 
Europe, the European edition 
of the Inter Press Service 
Daily Journal. He estimates 
the Burmese government is 
earning U.S. $3 billion from 
gas reserves a year, which 
will increase when a new gas 
pipeline starts production 

next year. “What it does need is an attack on the 
fundamental problems that are really holding the 
country back — not a lack of �nancial resources but a 
lack of will,” Turnell said.

Pro-democracy activists, for their part, are not 
lacking in that department. “Burma can’t delay 
this dream of the people anymore,” the Burma 
Partnership’s Ohmar says. “Our belief is change will 
come from within. Our people will be empowered.”  o

Khin Ohmar, coordinator of the Burma 
Partnership, continues the fight for 
empowering the people of Burma. She 
is pictured participating in a February 
2010 Hong Kong protest against major 
investors in military-ruled Burma.
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The day started out like any 
other in suburban Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia. Children played in the 
street. Adults went about their 
everyday business. Suddenly, 
two black vans tore through the 
neighborhood, screeching to 
a halt in front of a three-story 
townhouse. Armed men dressed 
in black burst from the vans’ side 
doors and rushed into the home. 
Gunfire and screams erupted. 
Something exploded. 

Minutes later, the men in black emerged from the house with 
a woman. They had formed a strategic circle around her, like a 
cocoon, and rushed her back to the waiting vans. Within moments, 
the men were gone, and the streets were quiet once again.         

Although the scenario played out like an intense scene in an 
action movie, this dramatic event was actually a training exercise 
for members of the Royal Cambodian Army’s elite National 
Counter Terrorism Special Forces (NCTSF). Swift, determined 
and aggressive, they represent the faces of counterterrorism in 
Cambodia. The black-clad commandos specialize in a range 
of missions: hostage rescue, personal security, urban assault, 
maritime in�ltration and extractions, bomb disposal, and defeating 
improvised explosive devices (IEDs). 

BEHIND THE MEN IN BLACK
The Cambodian government created the NCTSF in 2008 as part 
of its proactive approach to combating terrorism. In 2007, the 
government approved a counterterrorism law on aircraft safety, 
maritime navigation safety, the protection of nuclear materials, 
the �nancing and provision of material support to terrorism, 
and other issues related to national security. The government 

FORUM STAFF
PHOTOS BY ASIA-PACIFIC 
COUNTER-IED FUSION CENTER

Members of Cambodia’s elite 
National Counter Terrorism 
Special Forces conduct a 
hostage drill in Phnom Penh.
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also implemented measures to enhance international 
cooperation regarding terrorism offenses, including 
establishing a National Counter Terrorism Committee to 
deal with emerging threats in the region. 

Initially, the government tasked �ve people with 
standing up the NCTSF. The special forces unit had no 
operating space or equipment, but its leaders had a strong 
drive to succeed. 

From its humble beginnings, the unit grew to 
include more than 200 members and plenty of advanced 
equipment. In many respects, the NCTSF has become a 
self-suf�cient force with a headquarters element, assault 

units, medical personnel, explosives disposal experts and 
logistics planners. Many members are from the personal 
security detail at the highest levels of the Cambodian 
government. A few members of the assault groups also 
have undergone parachute, ranger and scuba instruction, 
and leaders have spent time overseas learning tactics and 
security operations from allied partners.

A MAJOR MISSION
In early 2012, the NCTSF embarked on its most important 
mission to date: providing security for diplomats and key 
business leaders at the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) economic and development meetings. 
Cambodia hosted the ASEAN summit for the �rst time in 
March of that year and then again in November.

With the summit attracting leaders from Southeast Asia 
and beyond, Phnom Penh was buzzing with business and 
governmental of�cials. Security was at a premium. The 
eyes of the world were on Cambodia, and authorities knew 
that the attention might attract terrorists as well. 

Cambodian forces left nothing to chance. The NCTSF 
stepped up its training cycle and enthusiastically used 
military exchanges with foreign powers to better prepare 
for threats from violent extremist organizations (VEOs). 

For example, the NCTSF held an information exchange 
with American experts from the Asia-Paci�c Counter-IED 
Fusion Center in January 2012. Although Cambodia has 
not been considered a hotbed of such devices, experience 
has shown that the devices are popular among VEOs, so 
the NCTSF wanted to be prepared. 

Exchanging information, tactics, techniques and 
procedures with experts from the center was both 
bene�cial and timely. “This was good for our entire unit, 
practical information that I will roll into my own plans,” 
explained Capt. Kao Kevchakora, deputy chief of training 
at the NCTSF. 

POISED FOR SUCCESS
As NCTSF sharpened its skills to protect not only 
Cambodians but world leaders, the unit was ready to prove 
how far it has come since its inception four years ago. 

As Lt. Col. Vy Moeung explained, there was a lot 
of pressure with the ASEAN mission, but NCTSF was 
prepared to handle it. Moeung, who was in charge of an 
NCTSF assault team, said members kept on top of their 
training to be ready to respond to anything that came up at 
the meetings.

In addition, partnerships proved essential to the 
mission’s success, Moeung noted. He stressed that other 
agencies collaborated with NCTSF “to provide 
100 percent security.”  o

Members of the Cambodian National Counter Terrorism 
Special Forces discuss tactics with a specialist from 
the Asia-Pacific Counter-IED Fusion Center.
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I
n July 2007, three improvised explosive devices 
(IEDs) were planted at the Vietnam-Cambodia 
Friendship Monument in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
One of them partially exploded, but the others 

failed to detonate and were recovered by Cambodian 
authorities. No one was injured, primarily because the 
explosion occurred during the early morning hours. In 
January 2009, three explosive devices were found near 
the Ministry of National Defense in downtown Phnom 
Penh. None of them detonated. 

Although Iraq and Afghanistan have garnered 
most of the headlines about IED attacks for the 
past decade, the Asia-Paci�c region has had its own 
problems. According to the Asia Paci�c Irregular 
Warfare Update, the region has averaged 82 IED 
incidents per month during the past year. IED threats 
in the Asia-Paci�c region are attributed to radical 
religious extremists, religious and ethnic separatist 
groups, communist and other political movements, 
and criminal activities. Statistics show that India has 
the most IED events in the region, followed by the 
Philippines and Thailand. Although Cambodia has 
not had as many, its National Counter Terrorism 
Special Forces have been proactive in training with the 
Asia-Paci�c Counter-IED Fusion Center (APCFC) to 
prepare for possible threats.

Since its inception in June 2010, the APCFC 
has been a good resource for militaries in the Asia 
Paci�c that are seeking the most effective counter-
IED training possible. In just two years, the center 
has trained more than 10,000 forces, providing 
mission-essential tasks and other custom-built training 
programs that increase the survivability of the troops in 
the battle�eld.

Established by the U.S. Joint Improvised Explosive 
Device Defeat Organization and based at Fort Shafter, 
Hawaii, the center plans and executes its training 
programs around the following lines of operation:

Attack the network: Aiming to �nd and eliminate 
bomb-makers and their supply sources before they 
assemble and plant IEDs.

Defeat the device: Focusing on solutions that can 
detect IEDs, neutralize them before detonation or 
mitigate the effects of detonation at the point of attack.

Adapt the force: Preparing members of all services 
to recognize and protect themselves from IEDs.

Build partner nation capacity: Recognizing the 
need for strong regional partners and exchange of 
counter-IED knowledge.

IMPROVISED 
EXPLOSIVE 
DEVICES

ASIA-PACIFIC COUNTER-IED FUSION CENTER

Integrate intelligence: Combating IEDs and 
readying forces through the integration of timely and 
relevant intelligence.

To share the center’s expertise, mobile training teams 
are routinely on the road, participating in subject-
matter-expert exchanges or exercises such as Talisman 
Saber in Australia, Balikatan in the Philippines, Cobra 
Gold in Thailand, Angkor Sentinel in Cambodia and 
Garuda Shield in Indonesia. The center has participated 
in exchanges with at least 12 partner nations, and that 
number is likely to grow over time. “As our resources 
and capabilities expand, our partner nation capabilities 
will increase as well,” said U.S. Army Col. Marty 
Muchow, the center’s former director and an expert in 
bomb disposal.  

Muchow stresses the importance of teamwork and 
team building in winning the war on terror. “This is not 
a single country’s problem. Some nations have [IEDs], 
others don’t,” he said, “but it’s going to take a global 
effort to eliminate the threat.”

TARGETING
ASIA-PACIFIC COUNTER-IED FUSION CENTER

A Cambodian Soldier participates in a counter-IED drill during 
exercise Angkor Sentinel. The exercise helped train Soldiers to 
handle IEDs, a weapon of choice for terrorists. 
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DressRehearsal
Yudh Abhyas gives Indian and U.S. troops the chance 
to role-play peacekeeping scenarios together

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Indian Army Lt. Col. Pranaya Dangwal wanted 

nothing more than to fully embrace the experience of 

working with U.S. forces during the annual bilateral 

exercise Yudh Abhyas. When his American counterparts 

suggested integrating the Indian and U.S. brigade 

staffs into one combined Tactical Operational Center, 

Dangwal fully supported the idea.

Indian and U.S. Army Soldiers participate in a drill during joint military exercise Yudh Abhyas 
in March 2012 in the desert near Bikaner in the western Indian state of Rajasthan.
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IIn fact, he and U.S. Army Lt. Col. Mark Nadig 
took it a step further and had each staff member 
work directly with a counterpart from the other 
Army. As senior leaders, they recognized the key 
to constructing a successful team was developing 
relationships.

“Everything should be done shoulder to 
shoulder,” according to Nadig. He said he strongly 
believed the experience would open leaders up to 
a larger perspective of the world and any potential 
operating environment in which they may �nd 
themselves conducting missions.

Each Army was eager to use the other’s methods, 
so the team used the U.S. Army’s Military Decision 
Making Process (MDMP) for the �rst half and the 
Indian Army’s Task to Appreciation process for the 
second. The staff quickly realized that to progress 
from one step of the analysis to the next, patience 
and the ability to understand their counterpart’s 
perspective was essential.

“When we had to [do] MDMP together, and 
everyone wanted to put their point of view ahead 
of their counterparts, we had to thoroughly explain 
our methods and practices without offending 

anyone,” explained Sgt. Maj. Eric Vidal, the 2nd 
Engineer Brigade’s logistics sergeant major.

Vidal said the greatest lesson he learned was 
the way the Indian Army analyzed and solved 
problems. “The Indian Army analyzes all problems 
thoroughly and drills down to the company level,” 
he said. As a result, the Indian Army in�uenced 
him to develop his analytical skills, as well as a 
better plan for his subordinates, Vidal said.

The consensus was clear among the Indian 
Army engineers as well: The biggest take-away for 
them was the use of mock engagements with role 
players to better develop Soldiers.

Engineer brigades participated in Yudh Abhyas 
for the �rst time in eight years. The U.S. Army’s 
2nd Engineer Brigade from Joint Base Elmendorf-
Richardson, Alaska, teamed up with its Indian 
Army hosts, the 471 Combat Engineer Brigade, 
in Bathinda, India, to train on a United Nations-
modeled peace support operation.  

During 14 days together, the engineer brigades 
bridged cultural and operational differences to  
create one cohesive staff capable of analyzing and 
developing courses of action to apply to various 
peacekeeping scenarios.

During the �rst week, both brigades 
attended a series of lectures that focused on 
counterinsurgency, disaster management and U.N. 
peacekeeping operations. Participants also taught 
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Indian Soldiers and U.S. Army troops ride in a 
jeep together as they train during joint military 
exercise Yudh Abhyas in the desert near Bikaner 
in March 2012.
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classes on military history and cultural customs, 
culminating in a shared celebration of Holi, the 
Hindu celebration of colors symbolizing the end 
of winter and beginning of spring.

For many Soldiers, the festivities marked the  
end of the academic exchange and the beginning 
of the unity and cultural immersion to come. Maj. 
Melissa Koenig, the 2nd Engineer Brigade judge 
advocate, described Holi as the day when the real 
bonding began. 

The second week kicked off the Command 
Post Exercise (CPX). For Brig. Rajeev Chaudhry, 
commander of the 471 Combat Engineer 
Brigade, this exercise was a “golden chance to 
train together.”  

The U.S. Army commonly reinforces 
classroom training with practical exercises. The 
U.S. Army, for example, uses role-playing to 
help Soldiers replicate scenarios they may �nd 
themselves in while conducting missions. Until 
the training, the Indian Army had little exposure 
to this method. 

Dangwal, who completed his �rst mock key 
leader engagement during this CPX, found role-
playing to be an enjoyable learning experience, 
describing the event as a “fun sense of exposure.” 
He plans to incorporate this type of training for 
his subordinates in the future.

Throughout the exercise, noncommissioned 

of�cers (NCOs) worked behind the scenes, but 
they didn’t go unnoticed. When asked what 
impressed him the most, Capt. Vijay Patel said, 
“the leadership quietly shown by NCOs in 
administration as well as in operation conditions.”  

Dangwal echoed that sentiment. “The NCO 
Corps of the U.S. Army is an absolute strength,” 
he said, describing it as something the Indian 
Army should replicate.

What was most surprising to participants 
was how similar the armies are. Both are well 
trained, professional armies with extraordinary 
leadership and experience who share many of the 
same concerns. “We have much in common, from 
structure to war �ghting ethic, and I wouldn’t 
have thought that before I came here,” said Maj. 
Brian Brobeck, 2nd Engineer Brigade’s current 
operations of�cer for the exercise.

As the exercise drew to an end, both armies 
had an increased mutual respect and admiration 
and were ready to operate beside each other 
should the need arise.  o
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U.S. Army Pacific Lt. Gen. Francis J. Wiercinski, 
right, shakes hand with an Indian Army Soldier 
during Yudh Abhyas in March 2012. Troops from the 
25th Infantry Division represented the U.S. Army at 
the two-week-long exercise with Indian Army units. 
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APGML
Asia/Pacific 
Group on Money 
Laundering 

STARTED: 
1997

GOALS: 
Ensure members are 
compliant, through a 
robust mutual evaluation 
program, with international 
standards established by 
the Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) for anti-money 
laundering, combating the 
financing of terrorism and 
anti-proliferation financing 
(AML/CFT); coordinate 
technical assistance 
and training to improve 
compliance; cooperate with 
the international AML/CFT 
network; conduct research on 
anti-money laundering and 
terrorist financing typologies; 
participate as an active 
FATF member
Member list does not include observers.

ASEAN
Association of 
Southeast Asian 
Nations

STARTED: 
1967

GOALS: 
Accelerate economic growth, 
social progress and cultural 
development in the region; 
promote regional peace and 
stability; promote collaboration 
and assistance in areas of 
common interest (economics, 
technology, science, 
education, agriculture, 
trade, transportation, 
communications, etc.); foster 
cooperation with international 
and regional organizations 
with similar aims and purposes

ASEAN + 3

STARTED: 
1997

GOALS: 
Promote cooperation in 
the areas of food and 
energy security, financial 
partnerships, trade facilitation, 
disaster management, 
narrowing the development 
gap, rural development 
and poverty alleviation, 
human trafficking, labor 
movement, communicable 
diseases, environment and 
sustainable development, and 
transnational crime, including 
counterterrorism

ARF
ASEAN 
Regional Forum

STARTED:
1993

GOALS: 
Foster constructive 
dialogue and consultation 
on political and security 
issues of common interest; 
contribute to confidence 
building and preventive 
diplomacy in the region

F I N D I N G

COMMON
GROUND

FORUM STAFF
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APGML
Asia/Pacific 
Group on Money 
Laundering 

STASTAST RTED: 
1997

GOALS: 
Ensure members are 
compliant, through a 
robust mutual evaluation 
program, with international 
standards established by 
the Financial Action Task 
Force (FATF) for anti-money 
laundering, combating the 
financing of terrorism and 
anti-proliferation financing 
(AML/CFT); coordinate 
technical assistance 
and training to improve 
compliance; cooperate with 
the international AML/CFT 
network; conduct research on 
anti-money laundering and 
terrorist financing typologies; 
participate as an active 
FATF member
Member list does not include observers.

ASEAN
Association of 
Southeast Asian 
Nations

STASTAST RTED: 
1967

GOALS: 
Accelerate economic growth, 
social progress and cultural 
development in the region; 
promote regional peace and 
stability; promote collaboration 
and assistance in areas of 
common interest (economics, 
technology, science, 
education, agriculture, 
trade, transportation, 
communications, etc.); foster 
cooperation with international 
and regional organizations 
with similar aims and purposes

ASEAN + 3

STASTAST RTED: 
1997

GOALS: 
Promote cooperation in 
the areas of food and 
energy security, financial 
partnerships, trade facilitation, 
disaster management, 
narrowing the development 
gap, rural development 
and poverty alleviation, 
human trafficking, labor 
movement, communicable 
diseases, environment and 
sustainable development, and 
transnational crime, including 
counterterrorism

ARF
ASEAN 
Regional Forum

STASTAST RTED:
1993

GOALS: 
Foster constructive 
dialogue and consultation 
on political and security 
issues of common interest; 
contribute to confidence 
building and preventive 
diplomacy in the region

F I N D I N GF I N D I N G

COCOMMON
GROUGROUND

FORUM STAFF
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Acornerstone of regional stability and prosperity, partnerships provide 
opportunities for collaboration on shared goals and for productive discussions 
on points of contention. In the Asia Pacific, multilateral partnerships abound, 

with members striving together to improve regional security, economic growth and 
society in general. Asia-Pacific nations and territories cooperate in assorted ways. Some 
partnerships are narrowly focused on one issue such as security or economics; others 
take a broader approach, aiming to collaborate in a variety of areas. However, all are 
working toward a more peaceful and prosperous Asia Pacific. 

ANZUS TREATY 
Australia, New 
Zealand, United 
States Security 
Treaty

STARTED: 
1951

GOALS: 
A military alliance that 
binds Australia and New 
Zealand and, separately, 
Australia and the United 
States to cooperate on 
defense matters in the 
Pacific Ocean area, 
though today the treaty 
is understood to relate to 
attacks worldwide

APEC
Asia-Pacific 
Economic 
Cooperation 

STARTED:
1989

GOALS: 
Support sustainable 
economic growth and 
prosperity in the region; 
champion free and open 
trade and investment, 
regional economic integration 
and cooperation; enhance 
human security; facilitate a 
favorable and sustainable 
business environment

CSCAP
Council for Security 
and Cooperation in 
the Asia Pacific 

STARTED: 
1993

GOALS: 
Boost regional confidence 
building and enhance 
regional security through 
dialogues, consultation and 
cooperation

NORTHERN
PACIFIC OCEAN

NORTHERN 
ATLANTIC OCEAN
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EAS
East Asia Summit 

STARTED: 
2005

GOALS: 
Facilitate dialogue on 
strategic, political and 
economic issues with the 
aim of promoting peace, 
stability and prosperity
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EAS
East Asia Summit 

STASTAST RTED: 
2005

GOALS: 
Facilitate dialogue on 
strategic, political and 
economic issues with the 
aim of promoting peace, 
stability and prosperity
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SCO
Shanghai 
Cooperation 
Organization 

STARTED: 
2001

GOALS: 
Strengthen relations 
among member countries; 
promote effective 
cooperation in politics, 
trade and economy, 
science and technology, 
culture, education, energy, 
transportation, tourism, 
environmental protection 
and other fields; maintain 
and ensure peace, 
security and stability in 
the region
Member list does not include 
observer states or dialogue 
partners.

PIF
Pacific Islands 
Forum 

STARTED: 
1971

GOALS: 
Stimulate economic 
growth and enhance 
political governance 
and security for the 
region; strengthen 
regional cooperation 
and integration

SAARC
South Asian 
Association 
for Regional 
Cooperation 

STARTED: 
1985

GOALS: 
Dedicated to economic, 
technological, social and 
cultural development 
emphasizing collective 
self-reliance; cooperate in 
the areas of agriculture, 
biotechnology, culture, 
economics and trade, 
education, energy, 
environment, finance, 
funding mechanisms, 
information and 
communications, people-
to-people contacts, poverty 
alleviation, science and 
technology, security, social 
development, and tourism

UN ESCAP
U.N. Economic and 
Social Commission 
for Asia and the 
Pacific

STARTED: 
1947

GOALS: 
Encourage regional 
cooperation and social 
development; reduce 
disaster risks; improve 
economic policies, 
development, trade and 
investment, transportation, 
and information and 
communication technologies
Member list does not include 
associate members.

MULTILATERAL
COOPERATION

• Australia
• Bangladesh 
• Bhutan 
• Brunei
• Burma
• Cambodia 
• Canada
• China 
• Cook Islands 
• Fiji 
• Hong Kong 
• India 
• Indonesia 
• Japan 
• Kiribati 
• Kyrgyzstan
• Laos
• Macao 
• Malaysia 
• Maldives 
• Marshall Islands
• Mexico
• Micronesia
• Mongolia
• Nauru 
• Nepal 
• New Zealand 
• Niue 
• North Korea
• Pakistan 
• Palau
• Papua New Guinea 
• Philippines 
• Russia
• Samoa 
• Singapore
• Solomon Islands 
• South Korea 
• Sri Lanka 
• Taiwan 
• Thailand 
• Timor-Leste
• Tonga
• Tuvalu
• United States 
• Vanuatu
• Vietnam
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Across the Asia Pacific, 
nations and territories 
work together through 
various institutions.

FPDA
Five Power 
Defense 
Arrangement 

STARTED: 
1971

GOALS: 
Enhance regional security 
through regular joint 
activities and exercises

FRANZ 
France, Australia 
and New Zealand

STARTED:
1992

GOALS: 
Exchange information 
to ensure the best use 
of assets and other 
resources for relief 
operations after cyclones 
and other natural 
disasters in the region

NEAEF
Northeast Asia 
Economic 
Forum 

STARTED: 
1991

GOALS: 
Sponsor dialogue and 
research on energy 
efficiency, electric power 
systems, energy security, 
regional energy networks, 
energy conservation and 
the environment, financial 
institutions and capital 
mobilization, demographic 
change and social 
security, human resources 
development, regional 
transportation networks, 
scenarios for regional 
cooperation, trade and 
investment liberalization, 
education and training
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Encourage regional 
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economic policies, 
development, trade and 
investment, transportation, 
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Member list does not include 
associate members.
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VOICEAPDF

Countries in the region need a concerted effort to 
strengthen scienti�c input into decision-making

As governments seek to steer a course through the nuances of genetically 
modi�ed crops, nuclear reactors and environmental degradation, policy 
decisions are often made by bureaucrats with little background in science. 
How to increase the likelihood that their decisions are evidence-based is a 
challenge for developed and developing countries alike — but none more
so than the science-deprived countries of Southeast Asia and the small 
island nations of the Paci�c.

CRISPIN MASLOG/SCIDEV.NET

SCIENCE
PUTTING THE

INTO POLICY
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ˉNot enough scientists
The science policy establishment is 
dominated by lawyers and politicians 
— competent people who, for the most 
part, have never been involved in science. 
As a result, they have a limited ability to 
understand the science that underpins their 
policy decisions. 

In 2006, I was involved in a campaign 
to get a scientist elected to the Philippine 
Congress. We were defeated at the polls, 
partly because our candidate — an award-
winning geneticist — lacked the political 
savvy to win voters. This is not unusual in 
the Asia-Paci�c scene. 

For a start,  we do not produce 
enough scientists. As the former president 
of Thailand’s National Science and 
Technology Development Agency, Sakarindr 
Bhumiratana, said, “Thais are better at 
producing artists and poets than scientists 
and researchers.” This can be said for most, 
if not all, of the countries in the region.

Increasing technical complexity, along 
with the convergence of multiple disciplines 
such as nanotechnology and biotechnology, 
make it harder for policymakers to fully 
understand scienti�c developments.

Growing interest
The good news is that many science and 
technology issues have moved to the 
forefront of policy debate and the front 
pages of press coverage. Awareness of the 
importance of science, however, is still low 
among the general public. 

We need to invest more in 
communicating about science. An educated 
public would force policymakers to try to 
understand the scienti�c basis for legislation 
affecting the environment.

This creates a new imperative for 
scientists to engage in policy — not to make 
technical experts out of policymakers — but 
to give them the background information 
they need to make good decisions. 

In recognition of this imperative, the 
Inaugural Asia-Paci�c Science Policy Studies 
Research Conference was held in February 
2012 in Wellington, New Zealand. The 
conference stimulated discussions between 
science policy researchers, government 
of�cials, industry and professional 
associations, as well as scientists from the 

Maori Association of Social Science and 
those possessing indigenous knowledge.

We need to follow this up, perhaps 
by forming a network of interested 
stakeholders to lobby for scientists to have 
more involvement in government. 

Strengthening influence
Good, old-fashioned lobbying is the most 
effective way of making a difference. 
Most scientists, however, especially in 
Asia-Paci�c countries, are preoccupied 
with developing their research instead of 
considering its impact on society. It is time 
that national scientists’ organizations, such 
as the Philippines National Academy of 
Science and Technology, add lobbying to 
their agendas. 

Scientists and the mass media must 
also engage more intensely in science 
communication to make science more 
accessible, understandable and usable not 
only to the public but to policymakers. 

It is worth considering introducing a 
course and career option in science policy 
advocacy alongside our university science 
courses. Science policy internships in 
government of�ces for graduate science 
students would also help.

In Canada, the Canadian Policy 
Research Awards honor the contributions of 
the country’s top academics, journalists and 
institutions in formulating science policy. 

In the United Kingdom, the 
Parliamentary Of�ce of Science and 
Technology employs scientists to advise 
members of parliament on science and 
technology related to policy issues. These 
advisors give brie�ngs and prepare reports, 
which are also made available to the 
public, and organize seminars to bring 
parliamentarians together with academics, 
the media, nongovernmental organizations, 
other interest groups and the public. 

In the Philippines, lawmakers sometimes 
hold public hearings on key science issues 
that affect pending legislation, but they are 
few and far between. We must make more 
effort to strengthen scienti�c input into 
policymaking to make it more consistent 
and better organized. 

Australian 
scientists map 
the iconic Great 
Barrier Reef 
with a custom-
built underwater 
camera in this 
photo released 
in March 2012 
by the Catlin 
Seaview Survey.
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Crispin Maslog, a Manila-based consultant for the Asian Institute of 
Journalism and Communication, worked for the Press Foundation of 
Asia and the International Rice Research Institute. This article was 
�rst published on www.scidev.net on April 25, 2012.
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Women line up at a building in northern Nigeria, ready to 
participate in a program that local of�cials hope will bring 
marriage and peace. Love might have to come later.

The voluntary program, run by the Islamic Shariah 
police in Kano in Nigeria’s mainly Muslim north, matches 
widows and divorcees with available men. Of�cials hope it 
will help curb unrest in the north, which has been hit by 
deadly violence blamed on Islamist group Boko Haram, 
and reduce other social problems by providing stable
homes for children.

 “With the current security situation in Kano, children 
with no proper parental guide and care are more likely to 
be in�uenced and fed with these extremist tendencies,” 
said Nabahani Usman, deputy head of the Hisbah, as the
Shariah police are known. “They are saved from these 
destructive elements through this program.”

Whether marriage will have a positive effect remains 
to be seen, but for now women and men seem eager 
to participate. Arranged marriages are common across 
northern Nigeria. Agence France-Presse

WORLD HORIZONSAPDF

NIGERIA

JAPAN SWITZERLAND

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

matc maker

The research drilling ship Chikyu has reached 
the fault that set off the monster earthquake 
and tsunami that struck Japan in March 2011, 
the journal Nature reported in May 2012. The 
expedition, which drilled 7.7 kilometers below 
the water’s surface and into the fault, plans to 
measure temperatures near the quake’s epicenter, 
the journal reported.

At 6.9 kilometers below sea level and 860 
meters beyond that into the Earth’s crust, the 
drilling project set a record for depth, the journal 
reported. The previous record, 7.05 kilometers 
total, was set in 1978 by a U.S. vessel.  FORUM Staff

Scanning the horizon on his 
solar-powered catamaran, Swiss 
electrical engineer Raphael 
Domjan counted down the hours 
to the completion of his record-
breaking world tour.

“The idea was not to perform 
a feat but an eco-adventure with 
the aim of passing on the message 
that change is possible,” Domjan 
told AFP-TV as his boat furrowed 
through choppy waves from Italy’s 
Elba Island to Corsica in France.

The boat, PlanetSolar, became 
the �rst to circumnavigate the 
Earth using solar energy.

Everything on board was solar-
powered, from the boat’s engines 
and the onboard computers to the 
hot water and the light bulbs.

Domjan was part of a �ve-man crew who set out from Monaco 
in September 2010 and returned in May 2012. He �rst dreamed of 
the project in 2004 and later teamed up with the primary investor, 
German businessman Immo Stroeher, to make it a reality. The 
31-meter white PlanetSolar, with 537 square meters of black solar 
panels mounted around a raised cockpit, cost 15 million euros 
(U.S. $19.4 million) to build. 

PlanetSolar can produce up to 600 kilowatts per hour in good 
weather — enough to travel 300 kilometers when the battery is fully 
charged.  Agence France-Presse
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A DEEP-SEA RECORD
TRAVELING 

THE WORLD 
SUNSHINE

These brides are among the first set of 1,000 women the Hisbah plans 
to marry off as part of a strategy to curb social and sectarian unrest in 
Kano, Nigeria.

I S L A M I C  P O L I C E   P L A Y
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President Evo Morales announced in May 2012 
that his government was nationalizing Bolivia’s 
electricity sector by seizing control of its main 
power grid from a Spanish-owned company. 
Morales took advantage of the symbolism of May 
Day, the international day of the worker, to order 
troops to occupy installations of the company, a 
subsidiary of Red Electrica Corporacion S.A.

“We are nationalizing the Transportadora de 
Electricidad in the name of the Bolivian people 
as a �tting homage to the workers who fought for 
the recovery of our natural resources and basic 
services,” Morales said during a presidential 
palace ceremony.

Morales did not say how much Red Electrica 
would be compensated for the seized grid, but 
the nationalization decree said the state will 
negotiate a fee.

Under Morales, Bolivia’s �rst indigenous 
president, the government has placed energy, 
water and telecommunications under state 
control. The Associated Press

U.S. Defense Secretary Leon Panetta praised 
Brazil’s emergence as a global power, urging 
the nation to become more involved in security 
efforts around the world by assisting in places 
such as Africa.

“We welcome Brazil’s growing strength. We 
support Brazil as a global leader and seek closer 
defense cooperation because we believe that a 
stronger and more globally engaged Brazil will 
help enhance international security,” Panetta 
said in April 2012 in a speech to Brazil’s 
Superior War College. “With our deepening 
partnership, Brazil’s strength is more than ever 
our strength.”

In particular, he urged Brazil to work with 
the United States to help improve African 
militaries by conducting combined exercises 
and other training. U.S. of�cials have identi�ed 
the terrorist threat coming out of Africa 
from al-Qaida-linked groups as a growing 
international security problem.  The Associated Press
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FIGHT BEGINS TO SAVE

LANGUAGES
PHILIPPINE

aArnel Valencia felt humiliated at school 
when a teacher barred him from using 
the language he spoke at home. Such 
practices were part of a decades-long 
pattern of linguistic destruction across 
the Philippines.

“Stop talking like a bird. You should use 
English or the national language,” Valencia, 
now 39 and a village elder, said his �rst-grade 
teacher told him.

Valencia belongs to a small mountain tribe 
called Ayta Magindi that has for centuries 
inhabited the bone-dry, sparsely forested 
Zambales mountains. There are only 3,000 
tribe members left living in and around the 
small sugar farming town of Porac, just a 
three-hour drive from the nation’s megacity 
capital, Manila. They are guardians to one of 
the dozens of little-known languages in the 
Southeast Asian archipelago that are under 
dire threat.

The Philippines, with 95 million people, 
is home to 175 languages. Some of them 
have just a few speakers left, while others are 
already considered extinct because no one 
converses in them. Up to 50 of the country’s 
minor languages could be lost within 20 
years, contends Artemio Barbosa, chief 
anthropologist at the Philippine National 
Museum.

“When they [endangered-language 
speakers] migrate to a certain place  
and they are assimilated, they no longer 
speak their own language because their main 
concern is to have an intelligible language 
that they can speak every day,” Barbosa said.

Experts say another part of the problem 

PHOTOS AND STORY BY AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

CULTURE & CUSTOMAPDF
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is that the only two languages taught at school in the 
former U.S. territory are English and Filipino, which 
is based on Tagalog that is natively spoken by people 
in and around Manila.

Valencia, a local village council member, 
complained that his children still could not use 
Ayta Magindi in school, while adults had to learn 
Pampangan, the main local language, to get factory or 
plantation jobs. “Our language is not the only thing 
that we stand to lose, but also our culture,” he said. 
“The discrimination that we suffer has not abated.”

Still, hope remains, according to Catherine Young, 
an endangered languages expert at the U.S.-based 
Summer Institute of Linguistics who studied many of 
the little-known languages of the Philippines. “There’s 
a growing awareness of the value of languages in the 
Philippines, if you compare it with other countries 
in Asia where [some minority] languages are publicly 
discouraged,” Young said on a recent visit to Manila.

She highlighted a national government decision 
to implement mother-tongue education in 2012 as an 
important step in that direction. In June 2012 at the 
start of the new academic year, 12 of the most widely 
used languages replaced English and Filipino as the 
language of instruction from kindergarten to third 
grade. The 12 languages have a combined base of  
more than 63 million speakers, or two-thirds of the 
national population.

The Department of Education said the new policy 
emanated from a Summer Institute of Linguistics-
backed project in the 1990s to train local teachers in 
using Lilubuagan, spoken by 14,000 members of a 
northern mountain tribe. 

American linguist Diane Dekker went to live 
with her husband and four children in the Cordillera 
highlands in 1987 to launch the program, initially to 
local skepticism. “The parents were apprehensive that 
this was going to affect negatively their acquisition  

of English. That is very important for parents because 
they know that that’s crucial for getting a job,”  
Dekker said.

However, she said the Lilubuagan-taught children 
actually became better students because they did not 
have English and Filipino rammed down their throats 
as soon as they entered school. “They were learning 
to decode a language that they didn’t yet speak, so … 
of course they had no comprehension of the written 
form of the language,” Dekker said of the problems of 
having to study in English and Filipino.

Manuel Faelnar, vice president for the 
nongovernment group Defenders for Indigenous 
Languages of the Archipelago, agreed that force-
feeding new languages to children when they �rst 
were learning to read and write was wrong. “That’s 
why many of our kids are considered dull, slow. The 
teachers speak to them in Tagalog [Filipino], and if 
you’re not Tagalog- or English-speaking, you’re lost,” 
Faelnar said.

One obvious problem with the government’s 
new program is that it covers only the most widely 
spoken languages and thus continues to leave the less 
common ones neglected. The hope, however, is that 
once the program is implemented and succeeds, the 
government will start introducing mother-tongue 
instruction for the most endangered languages.

Meanwhile, the hill-dwelling Ayta Magindi 
in the Zambales range and the local government 
school started mother-tongue instruction in June 
2012, said the community’s Protestant pastor Benny 
Capuno. Two Ayta Magindi locals have been hired to 
teach kindergarten at the local school and will help 
prepare mother-tongue teaching materials for the 
�rst-graders.

“This should restore our young people’s pride and 
make them treasure our own music, our own language 
and our unique culture,” Capuno said.

Ayta Magindi elementary students 
play a board game at the library 
at the Camias Resettlement 
Elementary School at Porac, 
Pampanga, north of Manila, in 
February 2012.

OPPOSITE PAGE: Ayta Magindi 
elementary students meet in a 
roofless classroom at the Camias 
Resettlement Elementary School. 
Spoken by just 3,000 people in 
the hills northwest of Manila, Ayta 
Magindi is one of several dozen 
endangered languages in the 
Philippines, an archipelago that is 
home to 175 languages.
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M ore and more North Koreans are defying strict 
government controls on access to outside 
information that starkly contrasts with of�cial 
propaganda, according to a U.S. study released 

in May 2012. Avid consumption of South Korean movies and 
pop music as well as foreign radio and television broadcasts 
is changing North Korean views of its southern neighbor 
and even of the United States, a report by the InterMedia 
consultancy showed.

“In 2012, North Koreans can get more outside 
information, through more types of media, from more 
sources, than ever before, and they are less fearful of sharing 
that information than ever before,” InterMedia said.

The U.S. State Department-commissioned study, “A 
Quiet Opening: North Koreans in a Changing Media 
Environment,” captures 10 years of research on refugees, 
travelers and defectors from North Korea, including face-to-
face interviews with more than 650 adults in 2010 and 2011.

New leader Kim Jong-un has shown no sign of relaxing 
controls that keep nearly all 23 million North Koreans 
unconnected to the Internet and mandate that radios and 
televisions are preset to receive only government channels. 
North Koreans have been taking matters into their own 
hands since a 1990s famine prompted an opening of their 
country’s long border with China and of�cial tolerance of 
markets where food and goods are traded.

“Advanced media technologies such as mobile phones, 
computers, MP3 players and USB drives, have begun to
make their way into North Korea in substantial numbers, 
particularly among the elites,” the study said.

Many of the gadgets are smuggled in from China, whose 
low-cost televisions, DVD players and other equipment have 

helped the spread of information, it said, citing one refugee 
as saying “state of�cials or rich people” ran these operations.

North Koreans are also buying technically illegal foreign 
radios that receive multiple channels, or rewiring domestic 
receivers to receive banned broadcasts, the report said.

“These changes are creating greater space between 
North Korean citizens and their leaders, and between 
the regime’s portrayal of North Korea and the prevailing 
reality on the ground,” said the 94-page report, released in 
Washington, D.C., in May 2012.

One key impact was that Pyongyang “backed away from 
its stance that South Korea was economically worse off than 
North Korea” after exposure to the South’s TV dramas made 
that pillar of state propaganda unsustainable, it said.

Views of the United States had also softened through 
media exposure, the report said. It quoted a refugee who said 
ordinary North Koreans often sarcastically quipped “blame 
it on the U.S.!” when things went wrong. Such attitudes are 
changing, however, the report said.

Although “severe and often arbitrary punishments are still 
handed down for accessing outside media,” North Koreans 
were generally less afraid of being caught, the report said.

“Enforcement is irregular, bribes often allow one to 
avoid punishment and far fewer North Koreans appear to be 
reporting on each other than before,” it said.

The InterMedia researchers cautioned that the refugees 
surveyed tended to come from North Korean provinces 
bordering China and did not represent the entire population.

Advising against predicting political action from better-
informed North Koreans, the report said: “North Koreans’ 
ability to express such views in North Korea is extremely 
limited and their ability to act on them is almost nonexistent.”

North Korea
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A Mercedes-
Benz car 
parked outside 
the People’s 
Cultural Palace 
in Pyongyang on 
April 12, 2012,
reveals the 
encroachment 
of outside 
influences and 
information on 
North Korea.

INFORMATION CONTROLS WEAKENING
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SPORTSAPDF

Japan and Pakistan’s very cordial relations for 
the past six decades could be further boosted 
through frequent exchanges of their sports 
teams, said Pakistan’s ambassador to Japan.

Ambassador Noor Muhammad Jadmani 
made the statement in April 2012 before the 
start of a cricket match between Pakistan 
Women A team and Japan Women’s 
National Team in the Benazir Bhutto 
Shaheed Cup.

The event, jointly organized by the 
Pakistan Embassy, Pakistan People’s Party 
Japan chapter and Pakistani community 
in Japan, is an important part of yearlong 
celebrations to mark the 60th anniversary of 
establishing bilateral diplomatic relations.

The ambassador said both countries 
have centuries-old ties from when Buddhist 
monks and emissaries traveled from present-
day Pakistan to almost all major countries
in the Far East, including Japan. The new 
generation of the two countries, particularly 
young sportsmen, should further cement 
those ties, he added.

The Pakistan ambassador said sports 
could be used as an effective tool to 
promote peace and harmony at the global 
level and boost bilateral relations between 
countries. In the prevailingly complicated 
international political scene, sports should 
be used as an important vehicle for positive 
change, he said.  Associated Press of Pakistan
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PAKISTAN-JAPAN TIESEXCHANGE OF TEAMS TO BOOST

Sohail Abbas, left, of Pakistan struggles to take 
control of the ball from Hiroki Sakamoto of Japan 
during a field hockey match at the 16th Asian 
Games in China in November 2010.

Singapore’s sporting culture has evolved into a vibrant scene 
�lled with people of all ages and skill levels. A 2010 survey 
conducted by the Singapore Sports Council recorded 
that nearly 1.5 million adults in Singapore participate in 

sports at least once a week. That’s about 30 percent of the Singapore 
population that engage in an active and sporty lifestyle.

Getting together for a game is not always an easy task. Some 
face the problem of �nding teammates; others may have trouble 
simply rallying everyone together for a game. Then there’s keeping 
tabs on dates, venues, scores and game discussions.

Now a digital mobile tool called MILO helps Singaporeans 
spend less time planning and more time playing. Nestlé Singapore 
launched the iPhone application MILO Match-Up, naming it after 
the company’s energy beverage MILO.

The app allows players to create matches, invite friends, post 
scores and look for new challengers. FORUM staff

SPORTS ENTHUSIASTS MEET THEIR MATCH 

WITH NEW APP
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THIS & THATAPDF News of the interesting, unusual and entertaining

Guinness World Records says Fijian 
Fuatai Solo performed the fastest tree 
climb when he a scaled a 9-meter 
coconut palm in 4.88 seconds in 1980. 
Three decades later, the Paci�c staple, 
found growing wild all over the Fijian 
islands, has become an important source 
of income for people living below the 
poverty line.

“We can earn Fj $60 to $100 [U.S. 
$34 to $56] a day, much more than what 
you get working in a shop,” said Ben 
Tiko, 22, the informal leader of a group 
of coconut gatherers in the suburb of 
Raiwaqa outside the capital city of Suva, 
in May 2012. “Business is pretty good. 
People used to prefer �zzy drinks, but 
more people want coconuts now because 
they’re healthy. The men all come for 

them in the morning when 
they’ve had grog the 

night before.” 
India’s National Fisheries Development Board 
opened a new building designed to resemble a �sh in 
Hyderabad on April 20, 2012. The board functions 
as a coordinating mechanism for �shery agencies 
and a platform for partnerships. Hopefully, the 
board will be as successful in achieving its goals as 
the building’s designers were.   Agence France-Presse

FIJI’S COCONUT  

ESCAPE

More than 100 babies 
participated in an annual 
baby crying contest at Sensoji 
temple in Tokyo in April 2012. 
During the “Baby-cry Sumo” 
competition, student sumo 
wrestlers carried crying 
babies beside a referee clad 
in a traditional costume. 
Whichever baby cried �rst 
was the winner. If both babies 
cried at the same time, the 

loudest was declared the victor. Japanese parents believe 
that sumo wrestlers can help make babies cry out a wish 
to grow up with good health.   Agence France-Presse

Baby-Cry“ ”SUMO

Go �sh!
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they’re healthy. The men all come for 
them in the morning when 

they’ve had grog the 
night before.” opened a new building designed to resemble a �sh in 

them in the morning when 
they’ve had grog the 

night before.” 
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CONTEMPLATIONSAPDF

Learning to work in teams may explain why humans 
evolved a bigger brain, according to a study 

published in April 2012. Compared to his hominid 
predecessors, Homo sapiens is a cerebral giant, a riddle 
that scientists have long tried to solve. The answer, 
according to researchers in Ireland and Scotland, 
may lie in social interaction. Working with others 
helped man to survive, but he had to develop a brain 
big enough to cope with all the social complexities, 
researchers believe. In a computer model, the European 
team simulated the human brain, allowing a network 
of neurons to evolve in response to a series of social 
challenges. There were two scenarios. The �rst entailed 
two partners in crime who had been caught by the 
police, each having to decide whether to inform on 
the other. The second had two individuals trapped in 
a car in a snowdrift and having to weigh whether to 
cooperate to dig themselves out or sit back and let the 
other do it. 

In both cases, the individual would gain more from 
sel�shness. However, researchers were intrigued to �nd 
that as the brain evolved, the individual was likelier to 
choose to cooperate. “We cooperate in large groups of 
unrelated individuals quite frequently, and that requires 
cognitive abilities to keep track of who is doing what 
to you and [to] change your behavior accordingly,” co-
author Luke McNally of Dublin’s Trinity College said. 

McNally pointed out, though, that cooperation  
has a calculating side. We do it out of reciprocity.  
“If you cooperate and I cheat, then next time we 
interact you could decide: ‘Oh well, he cheated last 
time, so I won’t cooperate with him.’ So basically, you 
have to cooperate in order to receive cooperation in  
the future.”

McNally said teamwork and bigger brainpower fed 
off each other. “Transitions to cooperative, complex 
societies can drive the evolution of a bigger brain,” 
he said. “Once greater levels of intelligence started to 
evolve, you saw cooperation going much higher.”

The study appears in Proceedings of the Royal  
Society B, a journal published by Britain’s de-facto 
academy of sciences.

Robin Dunbar, an evolutionary anthropologist 
at Oxford University, said the �ndings added to the 
understanding of brain evolution; however, there are 
physiological limits to cooperation. Man would need 

a “house-sized brain” to take cooperation to a perfect 
level on a planet �lled with humans. “Our current brain 
size limits the community size that we can manage ... 
that we feel we belong to,” he said.

Our comfortable “personal social network” is 
limited to about 150, and boosting that to 500 would 
require a doubling of the size of the brain. “In order to 
create greater social integration, greater social cohesion 
even on the size of France, never mind the size of the 
EU [European Union], never mind the planet, we 
probably have to �nd other ways of doing it” than wait 
for evolution, Dunbar said.   Agence France-Presse

leads to bigger brains
TEAMWORK

Workers carry a packed basket of vegetables at a wholesale market 
in Kolkata, India, in March 2012. New research suggests that 
teamwork has helped the human brain grow larger.

REUTERS
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